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PREFACE 
h•••in art education art is used only as a means to an l 
end and not as an end in itself. It is the aim of art 
education to use the creative process to make people 
more creative regardless of where this creativeness will 
be applied."' 
Viktor Lowenfeld 
~ Nature of Creative Activity 
•~•be it to sound inspiring friendship and love; to the 
enjoyment of working through and about all stuffs, goods, 
textures, rhythms, smells, larges,. smalls, bards and softs--
the pliable giving and the unwielay resisting;: to making; 
to discovering circles of awareness, tangible and intangible; 
to giving and having, sharing and listening;; to becoming 
wholly one"' 
REvery man's foremost task is tha actualization of his 
unique, unprecedented and never-recurring potentialities, 
and not the repetition of something that another, ad~. 
be it even the greatest, has alre§dy achieved.m 
Martin Buber 
The Wa:y of Man 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
ttEd.ucation must aim at giving the blind child a knowledge 
of the realities around him, the confidence to cope with 
these realities, and the feeling that he is recognized and 
accepted as an individual in his own right." 1,/ 
"It is possible to identify the conditions under which optimum de-
·velopment of the blind child takes place. Under these conditions 
the blind child can develop into an independent, responsible, freely 
functioning child whose use of his potential compares favorable with 
that of most sighted children of his age. tt y 
ttThere are no special problems or 'handicaps' which can be attribute 
directly to the blindness. The tendency to assume that developmental 
problems which the child may show are caused directly by his blind-
ness obscures an understanding of the nature and treatment of these 
problems.u 2.,/ 
The second and third quotations above represent some of the conclu-
sions made from a five year longitudinal study of young blind children. 
The study found that the most general cause of retardation in blind 
children is an ineffective environmental situation. The first few months 
and pre-school years are most important for establishing awareness of 
self- others, and things; and are also most important for establishing or an-
1J Berthold Lowenfeld, "Psychological Foundations of Special Methods in 
Teaching Blind Children", Blindness, Paul Zahl, Editor, Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, New Jersey, 1950, p. 89. 
2/ Miriam Norris, Patricia J. Spaulding, and Hern H. Brodie, Blindness in 
Children, The University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 1957, p. 65. 
l,/ Ibid, P• 65. 
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ized muscular and motor activity. In the seeing child, visual imitation 
According ~a the studies cited, the blind child must be stimulated from 
the attentions of others directly, these persons acting as his eyes in 
a sense, until he comes to sufficient self-awareness to carry forth 
the task independently. 
The studies create an optimistic position - judged by both those 
acquainted and not acquainted with blindness. Learning skills, in ad-
dition to assimilating resources and experiences, are more tedious and 
difficult for the blind than for the seeing child. As theublind child 
matures, bumped heads, unrewarded searchings for desired or lost ob-
jects, and prohibitions teach him that he lives in a restricted and 
meagerly supplied world. Thus, tYPically, as he grows in years, he 
grows smaller and more constrained in his physical freedom and desire 
to explore and experiment. In order to inspire a feeling for and an 
awareness of expressive freedom in the child, he must have experiences 
in which he quickly and easily succeeds, makes a tangible effect on 
something, makes something that the teacher or parent can appreciate 
and understand as a reflection of him, as a unique communication from 
him. The elder then can provide the support, direction, and material 
for the successive steps in the creative process. As expressive skill 
grows, the mind and body will grow in sensitivity and vitality. The 
ensuing ideas, concepts and products will become more comprehensive 
and artful through colorful thinking. 
Forerunning the reality of product is the healthy ~owth of the 
-2-
personalitY from self-awareness to self-acceptance, to the relating of 
the self to others. Self-awareness is initiated by self-produced effects 
The self-concept in relation to others comes when communication is in-
spired by response of others to these effects. Self-acceptance is 
through the production of-effects which are esteemed and desired by the 
self find others together. Those expressions most acceptable are those 
unique in temperament to the individual which best link him happily and 
usefully to society. 
Art experiences provide the most suitable opportunities for healthy 
expression - for acceptable effects - through tangible, therefore most 
telling, means. Wide experience through broad experimentation and iden-
tification with tools and materials allow the growth of resources and 
the externalization of selfness - mental and emotional inclinations -
into~n~etely perceivable forms. From another point of view, creative 
expression may be considered either as a supplement to or relative 
substitute for verbal expression. As a means of communication, creative 
expression may ~~e as an explici;t. intermediator between the child 
and greater expressive confidence. 
Purpose - The purpose of thisc thesis is to explore and attempt to 
delineate the essential ingredients of art education for elementary 
age blind children. 
Scope of the Study - The thesis will be comprised of several dis-
cussions organized into three subject &reas, which are: 
1. Creative development and characteristics of blind children. 
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2. Contents and considerations of an art program for elemen-
tary age blind children. 
3. A summary of the blind in art,in history and theory. 
Procedure - Each item in the above eutline will be elaborated 
upon with suggested approaches, considerations and solutions given and 
based primarily upon the writerts experience and observations. Scien-
tific research techniques have not been applied to any of the above 
problems or questions. The thesis is a creative endeavor on the part of 
the writer to illuminate a study area that must begin to present itself 
to research and to utilization. 
Resources and information have been gathered from literature con-
cerning art education in general, the nuc~~us of which is the National 
Art Education Association, from literature about personality develop-
ment and characteristics (focusing on the creative aspects) in blind 
sighted children, and from the observations and teaching experience of 
the writer. 
Limitations - The following two statements define the area to 
which this thesis will be limited: 
1. The thesis will be structured as a series of discussions 
bringing attention more to bear on the general implications 
of the subject at hand rather than upon any attempt to 
· treat the subject conclusively. 
2. The subject matter of the thesis will focus upon, congeni-
tally blind children of the element~y ages. 
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Justification -
1~ith the blind child as well as with the seeing, creative 
aesthetic expression is the most important phase of human exis-
tence, as well as the phase most neglected. No form of creative 
expression can be born from routiniz_ttd ,mechanical skills, no 
matter how apt is the buil~~ or how proficient is his work. tt 
.v (Thomas D. Cutsforth ) 
Literature concerning education for the blind has been quite in-
significant in the treatment of art experiences for blind children. 
Clay modeling and ceramics are subjects frequen~ly found in the currie-
ulum; otherwise, there seems to be very limited opportunity given to 
greater creative freedom for the child wherein he may create things 
independently in many ways. Clay, which is the most usecessful medium 
for independent work, has often been used to achieve representation as 
visually conceived, or left too undirected as an activity, thereby 
retarding creative growth. Never have clay and other plastic media been 
made available enough to allow absorption of energies and to motivate 
the desire to fashion, whenever these needs exist. Apparently, such 
negative sentiment exists concerning the creative aspects of the blind 
child and feasible art activities for him -- those who can begin to 
assimilate the crayon or paint and their wonderful possibilities --
that the childts handwork time has been consistently devoted to learning 
repetitious movements which evolve a craft skill. Once the skill is 
learned, more by motor than by intellectual or affectual conditioning, 
1/ Thomas D. Cutsforth, The Blind in School and Societz, American Foun-
dation for the Blind, New York, 1951, p. 193. 
-~-
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the hands can work quite independently of the mind., thus nullifying the 
reality of the creative and constructive imagination. 
If we become aware of the creative processes and possibilities of 
blind persons., we can have a basis for study in these areas., and can, 
perhaps., have a more s6lid argument for the respect of ttarttt education 
in schools and classes for the blind population. This is not to imply 
that nothing is being done about "art" currently in education for the 
blind. Nor does it assume that our immediate notion is to 11create 11 a 
gifted artist.~ather, it would seem that "art» education as a basic 
philosophy (that tna)t, embrace the whole curriculum or simply the situ-
ation of the class for Jtarttt unto itself) would be exceedingly forceful 
in schools for the blind. What are the general attitudes concerning 
1/ 
"art" education? According to Read-: 
"Education is the fostering of growth, but apart from physical 
maturation., growth is only made apparent in expression -- audible 
or visible, signs and symbols. Education may therefore be defined 
as the cultivation of modes of expression ••• « 
Thus, children are taught how to work with sounds_, images., movements., 
tools and materials., imagination and thought processes. ttArt" is the y 
good and unique use of the above. One phase of art education can then 
be understood as the stimulation of general perceptive awareness. More 
broadly., overt self-expression serves to introduce the child to himself., 
through self-objectification and identification., as well as to his en-
±J Herbert Read., Education Through Art, Pantheon Books., New York., 1949, 
P• 3. 
2/ Ibid, p. 3. 
- --
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vironment. From another point of view, brought forth by Lowenfeld: 
1~ecent experimentations in finding attributes which are respon-
sible for general creativeness in individuals have revealed that 
they are the same attributes as found in any creative process ••• 
it can then be said that creative art processes stimulate creati 
ness in general. u !/ 
n... in art education art is used only as a means to an end and 
not as an end in itself. It is the aim of art education to use the 
creative process to make people more creative regardless of where 
this creativeness will be applied." '!:../ 
If we can say that the creative spirit is as innate as one of the 
drivesn, 1-ve can understand the necessity for fostering its growth. 
mwe should now realize that the creative experience is a necessity 
for the healthy growth of all children and that art experience 
sho.uld be so planned that the least able child and the most pro-
ficient child find satisfaction in them.u 2./ 
Crayons and paints are put into the hands of the sighted child as 
soon as he is able to hold them. Line, form, and color will begin to 
come personal properties. We often take for granted the vast array of 
pictures he produces. We think of crayon and child synonomously and ex-
pect him to keep quite contented and amused with this "toyn. He can. We 
are seldom aware that,in his pictures, he is telling us how he thinks 
and feels about things. He is also seeing and feeling himself do 
ful things with lines, color, content, and so on. Can the blind child 
1/ Viktor Lowenfeld, Nature of Creative Activity, Kegan Paul, French 
Tru.bner and Co., London, 1939, pp.4-5. 
'!:.I Ibid, pp. 4-5. 
3/ Viktor D'Amico, Creative Teaching in Art, International Textbook Co., 
Scranton, Pa., 1953, p. 2. 
-7-
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enjoy as equally "colorfultt and productive experiences of his own man-
ufacture, as become habitual for the sighted child? Tactile observation 
will be valuable in this respect as they may elicit the pleasurable 
sensations color, interesting pictures, or scenes give to the sighted 
child. But how can the blind child create his own llscenen - - as the 
sighted child can? Will clay or some other pliable material be adequate 
for·such a purpose? Those who have considered this question would prefe 
to think so, (and so recommend modeling activities highly) rather than 
believe (or know) so. Lowenfeld believes that modeling stimulates a 
different kind of thinking than that experienced in drawing. 
"The definite function of modeling lies in the fact that through 
the plasticity of clay the child has an easier means of deviating 
from his concept than in any other medium. In building up the 
figure, the child actually has the opportunity for accompanying 
it kinetically in some imaginary experiences. tt !/ 
ttSince environment is excluded or, at least, minimized in sculpti 
visually minded as well as nonvisually minded children face the 
same subject matter." Y._ 
It appears that clay (or something comparable to the crayon, paint, 
or pencil) is not sought, or presented to the blind child nearly to the 
extent that the crayon is used by the sighted child. Ideally the blind 
child is systematically sense trained from birth. As inadequate as the 
attention paid to the necessary training often is, the blind child will 
still develop his senses to a keener capacity than the sighted child 
will. The latter will gradually allow vision to become master of his 
sensory processes, which in turn will become less efficient in compari-
1/ Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and Mental Growth, The Macmillan Co .. , 
New York, 1957, p. 161. 
-8-
son. Small muscle coordination in the hands and fingers is imperative 
for braille. Does not the blind child have a far greater capacity (in 
respect to natural and trained tendencies) than has the sighted child 
for tactual discrimination and understanding? Some will be better than 
others due to various, factors~ but it is quite probable that the least 
efficient will achieve a greater tactual sensitivity than the least 
efficient sighted person will. Therefore the blind child needs formable 
materials to delight his tactual perceptiveness in the same way that 
the sighted child needs a crayon to delight his visual perceptiveness. 
In a classroom situation, what approaches, techniques and mater 
should be presented to the blind child? We use the same criteria in de-
termining the same thing for the sighted. That is to say, age-interest 
level, mental age, physical ability and behavioral characteristics will 
determine the teaching approach. Materials and media must be more care-
fully chosen than for purposes of the sighted as tactile qualities will 
be their most important feature. In the case of the partially-sighted, 
color and perhaps some two-dimensional work will be necessary consider-
ations. Modeling, sculpture, construction, pottery and crafts will be 
the principal subject matter of an art class with careful heed paid to 
the amount and necessity of independent creative activity on the part 
of the child. 
P'ottery is possibly the most popular phase of the ceramics program 
in most schools for the blind currently. In this work, the integrity 
and "clawsic" unity of a form can be more fully appreciated, perhaps, 
than in any other subject. A uniquely different form emerges at each 
-9!" 
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throwing and a know·ledge of organic originality is instilled into the 
creator. Modeling and sculpture allow a greater degree of willful 
authority during the activity, imposed by the maker. Construction, the 
use of a variety of materials in varying shapes, weights and textures 
invent with - either abstractly or imitatively, seems a highly useful 
area for experimentation with blind subjects. Very little has been done 
along this line. If the blind child is to be made more conscious of the 
desire to express himself, and aware of the materials with which to ao 
so, so that his creative abilities may be motivated, should not all 
his senses (not only his feeling responses) be made more sensitive? 
could be brought about by, not only presenting him with tactile (and 
other sensory) contrasts, but also having him relate them into a form. 
(If he thinks it can be done.) Won't this type of activity point up the 
creative possibilities, the ability to conceptualize, or abstract, 
faster than the activity more in tune with any curriculum for the blind 
the teaching of handcraft skills? 
It seems that we are justified in having an extensive program for 
ttart" in a school for the blind. Creativity is, or should be utilized 
in all spheres of the curriculum but manual expression, making the 
greater percentage of verbalism more directly relative and concretely 
meaningful to .the blind individual, and must be given preference over 
every other means. The child handles before he.talks. 
It become apparent that in order to realistically justify creative 
art for blind children, those interested must establish a sound founda-
tion of many knowledges. Procedures for the fulfillment of the objective 
-to~ 
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of art education; child p~chology; creative, mental, emotional and 
social development; and the implications of blindness must be working 
components of the art teacher's knowledge and understanding. 
Six objectives of art in the elementary school as found in the 
National Art Education Association Yearbook for 1954 are as follows:11 
1. To offer opportunities for creative self-expression. 
z. To aid in the develop~ent of adjusted well-integrated personal-
ities. 
3. To create an interest in and an awareness of the art that exists 
in pupils' surroundings. 
4. To relate the art work to the lives of the pupils through inte-
gration with pupils interests and other elementary grade subjects 
5. To foster wholesome attitudes toward the field of art. 
o. To guide the development of simple standards of evaluation. y 
Viktor Lowenfeld says that art experience is for self-identifica-
tion and integration of emotional, intellectual, perceptual and aesthetic 
experiences. 
The above objectives for art education in general apply to blind as 
well as to sighted children. Justification for this thesis become apparen 
in recognizing the meagerness or total lack .of communicated theory and 
practice on the subject of creative art activities for blind children. 
The objectives of art education are fully accepted in respect to educatio· 
1/ Reid Hastie, ••current Opinions Concerning Best Practices in Art for th~ 
Elementary Schools and for Elementary School Teacher Preparationtt, Res ear<: h 
in Art Education, Pennsylvania National Art Education Association, Kutz-
town, Pa., 1954, p. 88. 
2/ Viktor Lowenfeld, Creative and M_ental Growth, The Macmillan Co., New 
..York 1 Q.s:;7 n _l'7_ 
--II-
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of the typical child. Therefore it seems even more imperative that they 
be sought in schools and classes for blind children. An objective must 
be approached by a plan appropriate to the purpose at hand. There is a 
great wealth of literature concerning theory, techniques, and materials 
in reference to the sighted child. There is no such.store of guidance 
material for the teaching of art to blind children. This thesis will 
discuss in general terms initial approaches to the problems of theory, 
techniques, and materials in art education for blind children. 
-12-
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Definition of Ter.ms 
Creativity- Creativity is the making of new and original 
relationships from inown substances. Especially appropriate to 
the character of this thesis is the definition of creativity as, 
"The personal and inventive expression sf the child 9r individual, 
making full use of his potential power• and thus giving a sense of 
confidence and satisfaction. as opposed to sterile imit~tion of 
another's work." 11 
Art Education or Creative Art ~!perience 
mArt is an essential area of school experience for all 
children because art provides a wa:y of developing the whole 
child, not merely his mental and verbal capacities. In gen-
:.-_u:i:ni!lly creative art activities the child uses and integrates 
his motor, ~otional, and mental capacities. The arts are 
not so much a body of subject matter as they are a creative 
way of doing things-a way which enlists the imagination of 
the child and :impels h:im to learn more about things from his 
own experiences. 
In the arts the uniqueness of the individual child is 
valued." gj 
Craft- 11 Cra:f;'t 11 properly defined means skill, typically wlhtllitu.~ 
an occupation requiring a particular, specialized manual skillo 
Craft may also mean the product of the craft skill, usually con- · 
structed in the form of utilitarian articles. 11 Creative" craftSJ 
denote the use of manual skills in the original designing of 
articles .. 
11 National .Art Education .Association, Research in Art Education, 
Seventh Yearboo~, Pennsylvania State University, Kutztown, 1956, 
p •. 10. 
gj New York Board of Education, Art in the Elamenta;t Schools, 
Curriculum Bulletin Number Two, 1951 ... 1952, p .. 1 .. 
-J3-
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Bod.V-!mMe and Body-Concept~-- . The terms body-image and body-
concept are used in the context of this thesis to refer to the ~e­
diate and quite subjeetive idea of the physical struct~e of the 
human fonn (image), which develops, in the child, into a general 
objective knowledge of the component parts of the human being and 
their interrelationships (concept). 
Parallel Process•.:J?.~:a.rallel process refers to activity in clay 
modeling when a figure is formed facing in the same direction as 
ittE maker is; that is, the person modeling faces the back of his 
~igure. 
Constructive or Additive Process- .~ese terms refer to another 
modeling activity wherein a figure is built into a whole by the 
successive additions of separate ~arts, as opposed to pulling out 
the separate features from a whole lump of clay1 (working analyti-
cally). Chapters IV, and V describe the process further. Lowenfeld 
refers to the process in respect to the work of 11Haptics11 .. 
Haptic~ Haptic is a term used extensevely by Viktor Lowenfeld 
and G., Revesz to describe pereepti-ee and expressive activity by 
both blind and seeing persons.. 11Haptic 11 has a very limited usage 
beyond Revesz and Lowenfeld. If it is seen at all it is usually 
in reference to the work of Lowenfeld. Chapters II, IV, and VI 
distinguisll between the separate usages and maeanings of "haptic"' 
by Revesz and Lowenfeld and outline its significance for use in 
this thesis. 
i4 
-CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
In the following review, only that literature directly pertinant 
to creative art activities for blind children will be discussed. 
Ludwig Munz and Viktor Lowenfeld published a book in 1934 entitle 
Plastische Arbeiten Blindet:r (Plastic Work of the Blind) which is the X 
result of a ten year study concerning . the sculpture of blind adoles-
Jcents. The book has not been translated into English, but there are a 
few reviews available as well as brief accounts in other publications 
by Lowenfeld which are in English. 
!I 
Paula Arnold visited Lowenfeld's art classes at the Vienna 
Institute for the Jewish Blind in 1932 and describes the character of fj 
!: 
the teaching and the results which she observed. She noted that sub-
ject matter for the modeling classes was taken mainly from life and 
'vas often related to the curriculum, especially as an aid to natural 
history and geography. Children formed little, well-known landscapes, 
large and small animals, and conceptualized in modeling about such a 
complicated subject as a steamboat. Such a project as the last men-
tioned was undertaken only after a thorough exploration of a real 
steamboat, lengthy discussion about it and the making of a boat with 
an overturned table, boards, sticks and ~opes. The author considered 
the steamboat experiment highly successful as there was a high degree 
Y Paula Arnold, "Teaching the Blind to Modeltt, The Contemporary; 
Jla======1====R=e=v=i=e=w=,=F=e=b=r=u=ary==='=l=9=3=2='==P=P=·=l=9=8=-=2=0=3=.==============================~========== 
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of concentration ana interest shown throughout the actual modeling 
process ana the results were exceedingly good, one resembling a 
wooden mode~. The teacher had given actual help only twice. once to 
explain diverse points of a technical nature, ana again to restrain 
the eagerness for unlimited detail. T.he author also noted that the 
children worked in eouples-the chief advantage being that each could 
see what the otherrwas doing. The remainder of the article concerns 
the author's subjective reactions to the classe~. 
1/ 
"Sculpture ana the·Blind", an article published in 1935, is a 
review of Plastische Arlbei ten Blinder ..l:>Y Munz ana Lowenfeld. ~e book 
describes the nature of Lowenfeld 1 s modeling classes (previously 
mentioned) ana re~eals theory about the plastic work of blind children 
developed by Ludwig Munz, an art historian, ana Viktor Lowenfela, an 
art teacher. According to the reviewer, ~z shows that the blind 
have definite conceptions of space ana fonn which are clearly defin-
able though they are different from the conceptions of the sighted. 
He compares the work to Ramanesque or Gothic art, where expression was 
of greater importance than naturalistic effect. Munz claims tha~he 
conception of the whole in the blind is determined by the structural 
addition of single elements, where each element is treated as a 
symbolic for.m ana represents a separate whole. 
Reportedly, Lowenfeld's pupils were thirteen through eighteen 
years old. They had complete freedan in their approach to modeling-
ne~er being told how to begin or how to touch their work. SUbject .!Ud~~er 
1.f New Beacon, ".Sculpture ana the Blind, 11 1935, vol. 19. PP 29-32 • 
..:tb-
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concerned the human for.m pred~inately and was inspired essentially 
by Lowenfeld who 9 tor example, would have his pupils model sameon.e 
sad or depressed. Supposedly, each would have an impression of their 
subject as an entity before they started to work., The stated pUJ:tpose 
of the classes themselves was not to ha~s the pupils produce 
of artistic value, but to encourage their concentration on detail and; 
Self-expression .. 
In another article concerning Lowenfeld 1 s classes, "Blind Ghild-
JJ' 
ren's Sculpture" the author summarized his observations, saying that 
there were no reproductions of models made and that modeling was don~ 
constructively in a parallel procedure. Lowenfeld finds that the 
children clearly express their reaction to exp~ienee by means of thee 
sculptures, thath their confusion or repression, which would other-
wise remain hidden, becomes e~ident. Finally. the writer infers from 
the study that the blind do have simultaneous sense perceptions, can 
"coordinate the single details of the tangible world of which they 
grow aware." 
gj/ 
The Nature of Creative Activity. py Yiktor Lowenfeld is a study 
of visual and non-visual sources of drawing, painting and sculpture 
which are seen in the artistic productions of the blind and 
and in the art of different epochs and cultures.. After chapters 
:Jj Teacher's Forum, ".Blind Children's Sculpture",(J"anuary, 1938) 
vol,. lO, no. 3, pp. 55-56.. ·· · 
gj Viktor Lowenfeld. The Nature of Creative ~tivity. ~~gan, Paul~ 
Trench, Trubner and Go., Lta~, London, 1939. 
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ing the conditions for the ability to draw, and the definition of 
weak sight, he develops a discussion involving children's drawings as 
a means of expression, with specific reference to haptic and ~inesthe-
tic problems of form. Then the concepts of visual and haptic percep-
tion are established and are found to be the basis for two distinctive 
creative types: the visual type and the haptic type. Then follows an 
analysis of the dra"\dngs of weak-sighted pupils considering ttHaptic 
Spacen, autoplastic experience of form, the significance of color, and 
the relationship between the art of the blind and that of the weak-
sighted. Finally, Lewenfeld disc~sses the relation of subjectifying 
and objectifying attitudes in art. He establishes in conclusion that 
there are two opposing trends which are the primary instruments in the 
development ~f art history. They are popularly known as impressionism 
and expressionism and are manftbstations of the two creative types, 
visual and haptico 
In. an article entitled ''The Meaning of Creative Activity in the 
1/ 
Education of the Deaf-Blind",- by Lowenfeld, a case study of modeling 
with an eleven year old, congenitally deaf and blind person is pre-
sented. It is stated that the girl had had more difficulty than the 
average deaf-blind person in learning language through vibration~ 
Lowenfeld had the girl model herself experiencing various situations 
as a means of interpreting in plastic representation her own bodily 
sensations. The girl showed definite growth in her powers to concep-
tualize through clay; the heightened consciousness of body feelings, 
ll Viktor Lowenfeld, rtThe Meaning of Creative Activity in the Educa 
-Hf-
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actions and kinesthetic experiences brought her in closer contact with 
her surroundings. Her language improved; the creative activity reliev-
ed a generally tense, withdrawn condition which had not permitted her 
to associate and to communicate spontaneously with other children. 
The report of the case study is quite summary. Greater value for 
anyone interested in the education of the blind or deaf-blind would 
have resulted from an extensive, running account of all of the model-
ing sessions, as well as more information about the girl in order to 
more fully understand to what real extent the actual modeling process 
contributed to her growth as reported. 
Teaching approaches and techniques for a class in sculpture are 
1/ 
outlined by Shoesmith-, who briefly points out that the blind are 
fully able to use techniques of the sighted for sculpture, and dis-
cusses clay sculpture, casting and carving. Models are important in 
order to realize proper proportional relationships. The author was 
thinking in terms of older children and seemed to value the importance 
of representing things of nature as they are visually conceived. 
In. an article, "Modeling as a Means of Self-Expression in 
2/ . 
Schools for the Blind"- Lowenfeld says that modeling activities are 
not geared to removal of visual inhibitions; rather, they are struc-
y Mark Shoesmith, "Soulpturett, Education of the Blind, Merle E. 
Frampton (Editor), World Book co., New York, 1940, PP• 259-264. 
2/ Viktor Lowenfeld, "Modeling as a Means of Self-Expression in 
Schools for the Blindn, Harvard Education Review, December 1942, 
PP• 4-6. 
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tured so as to set the expressive possibilities of blind chi~dren free 
by respecting their unique approach. Here Lowenfeld states that truth 
1/ 
which perpetrated the construction of this entire study:-
"· •• There remains the sad and depressing ~erience 
that the •seeing tastet of physically normal teducatorst is 
determining the way of expression and production of the blind. 
It is time to realize that the most primitive creative work 
born in the mind of the blind person and produced with his 
own hands is of greater value than the most effective 
imitation." 
A well-defined approach to the teaching of art by the teacher of 
arts and crafts at a school for the blind is found in an article by y 
Cook in which he relates the objectives of art education for the blind 
child to those for sighted children. The primary needs for the blind 
child in art are judged to be: (1) the need for a means of creative 
expression, (2) the establishment of a sense of values for aesthetic 
judgements and appreciations, (3) the working out of another standard 
by which to recognize the essential structure of the physical world. 
The author notes that art for the blind child is deemed a luxury 
typically, but is beneficial in consideration of modern art education 
practices and the special needs of the blind child. 
There is no mention of the age levels of the children with whom 
the author worked. Subjects taught in his classes were modeling, pot-
tery, woodcarving, jewelry-making, pattern-and-design-weaving, tATt:il-
printing with linoleum block cuts, silk screening, stenciling, and 
1:./ Ibid., p. 4. 
2/ Floyd Cook, ttArt Without Sight", School Arts, October, 1943, PP• 41-45. 
-:J.o-
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drawing. Cooi, a graduate of an art school, found that the logical 
art clue for the blind was to thoroughly employ the basic geometric 
forms: sphere, cube, and triangular prisms. When these forms had been 
well learned, the two-dimensional form for each was introduced by 
bisecting each three-dimensional shape. All modeling of objects and 
animals was begun using the geometric form which looked most like the 
basic structure of the subject at hand; then the traits peculiar to 
the subject were filled in. Paper cutting with stencils was a logical 
outgrowth of the use of basic form and was regarded as a sophisticated 
step forward in perceptive capabilities of the blind child. The author 
feels that representations by the blind have bordered on the grotes-
que; thus, in working from a formal and elemental vocabulary, the 
author feels that the blind will come to represent more accurately, 
therefore acceptably. The teaching of the essential geometric forms 
is accomplished as early as the kindergarten in regard to most blind 
children. It seems someWhat stultifying for the child to have such a 
rigid framew·ork imposed upon him, especially to the extent of having 
to create with media far more satisfying to the properties of vision 
than of touch. Cook's approach might be valuable from a purely in-
tellectual point of view. However, very few of the other qualities 
which are evident in any creative experience would be obtainable 
unless there is much more to the actual situation than the author 
indicates. 
-.2)-
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Exploring the l(orld of Touch; Psychology and Art of the Blind, 
by G. Revesz, gives, in volume one1 the fundamental principles of a 
theory of haptics, and, in volume two, discusses aesthetic experience 
of blind persons and gives a well-illustrated review of the work of 
blind sculptors. Revesz, defining the term tthaptictt as the total uni 
of tactual experience, considers haptic activity in terms of: (1) the 
reproductive experience of space - the effect of space on the ego, 
(2) the pr~ductive experience of space found in creative activity. 
Very briefly, Revesz rejects the possibility of the haptic person 
achieving a synthetic form perception (that peculiar to the sense of 
vision); rather, the haptic constructs a structural unity of form 
from the successively perceived parts of the objects. He concludes 
that it is impossible for an autonomous haptic (blind haptics) to 
build up in his mind a work of art by partial perception, as the hap-
tic relies too much on the reality of tactual impressions; it follows 
for Revesz that it is impossible for the blind person to produce art. 
Revesz also concludes that the blind are lacking in aesthetic ~-
periences, but here he accepts visual aesthetic evaluations in making 
judgments. 
2/ 
In a review of Revesz 1 s work, Lowenfeld- criticizes Revesz for 
comparing the aesthetics of the "autonomous haptic" with results of 
l/ G. Revesz, Exploring the World of Touch; Psychology and Art of the 
Blind,(tr. by Dr. H. A. Wolff fr. the German~ Longmans, Green, and X 
Co., New York, 1950, vol. 1-2. 
2/ Viktor Lowenfeld, ttThe Experience of Haptic Space and Shape", 
Outlook for the Blind, October, 1939, pp. 118-120. 
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our aesthetics derived from experiences of sight. Lowenfeld feels 
that the logical question resulting from Revesz 1 s highly commendable 
work is this: "Is there no 'autonomous aestheticst for the'autonomous 
haptic' which develops its own laws independent of those of our 
aesthetic evaluations?" Lowenfeld also contradicts Revesz's belief 
that, since it is impossible for the haptic person to build up a work 
of art by partial perception, he can achieve no synthetic form unity 
reproductively or productively. Lowenfeld states that this may be 
true in respect to the recognition of presented works, but not true 
in the case of creative activity. Lowenfeld believes that the percep-
tion of a total form unity is only a matter of degree in time with 
respect to Revesz's concept of visual versus haptic perception. 
(This theory of Lowenfeld•s is more extensively brought out in other 
of his works.) y 
Amore recent ~rticle by Lowenfeld reveals that before Revesz 
a comprehensive work on the psychology of blindness by Buerklen denies 
the possibility of creative sculpture by the blind because the blind 
were denied any kind of simultaneous imagery, a prerequisite for 
creative modeling. Lowenfeld worked with and studied the plastic work 
of blind persons for fifteen years. He then formulated the theory that 
there are essentially two types of creative personality, visual and 
2/ 
haptic-, either of which may predominate in the blind or the sighted 
person. Therefore Lowenfeld found that the blind llvisualtt type 
1,/ Viktor Lowenfeld, upsycho-Aesthetic Implications of the Art of the 
Blindtt, The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, September, 1951. 
(Reprint available from Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown, Mass. 
2/ ttHaptic" is defined differently by Lmvenfeld than by Revesz. See: 
Chapter L, Definition of Terms. 
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started modeling with a whole form in mind, cound imagine that form 
in a body of clay before him, and develop gradually the details 
thro-qgh analysis; the final result was a totally unified form. In con-
trast, the haptic begins with separate parts which, through synthesis 
(having been subjectively related to the succession of parts by emo-
tional, tactile-kinesthetic attachments), are added to form a coherent 
whole. The single representative symbols standing for form or expres-
sion will still remain as isolated shapes in the final product. Thus 
two distinctly different end products will be created, representative 
of the two creative types. Lowenfeld then compares this contrast, the 
world of appearance versus the world of expression., with the whole 
situation of contrasting styles in the history of art. Lowenfeld 
states that since nart consists of depicting the relations of the 
artist to the world of experience; ••• what is of final importance 
is the type of experience which determines the products of the 
artists.u Therefore the conclusion is made that the blind haptic per-
son is in fact capable of producing a work of art. 
The foregoing has seemingly illuminated the fact that, concerning 
the nature of good art, judgment criteria must be geared to the type 
of creative activity engaged in and to the real objectives and values 
inherent in the work at hand. How such criteria are evolved is a 
problem too extensive for, and somewhat irrelevant to, the purposes 
of this study. However, both Revesz and Lowenfeld have contributed 
greatly toward creative activity in general and to a psychology of 
the blind, giving clues both as to how blindness may be better under-
I"'·· 24 
stood as well as to the creati~e activity of blind people. 
Thomas Cutsforth, ~he blind author of The Blind in School and 
11 
Society, considers the aesthetic life of the blind and states that 
the blind suffer more in their aesthetic life from the lack of 
sensory and motor education than they do from the loss of vision. 
According to Cutsforth, Yalentin Hauy was the pioneer in the sense 
training of the blind, to the disregard of intellectual possibilities, 
and found a few activities mechanical and simple enough for the edu-
cation and vocational training of the blind. Currently, activities 
requiring only mechanical, learned repetition, the making of simply 
formed products, still provide the primary motivation for sensory and 
motor functions. Cutsforth, believing that with the blind child as 
with the seeing, creative aesthetic expression is the most important 
phase of human existence as well as the phase most neglected, says 
that no form of creative expression can be born from routinized 
mechanical skills. Cutsforth provides a highly subjective discourse; 
however, the essence of his statement is the core of a very great 
problem area in the education of the blind. 
Tnl957, Lowenfeld published the third edition of a textbook for 
art education which contains a section on the art of the blind. 
2/ 
Creative and Mental Growth- is a thorough and lengthy treatment of 
how a teacher may practice and understand art and art education with 
children. The developmental stages in creative and mental growth are 
1/ Thomas Cutsforth, The Blind in School and Society, American Founda-
tion for the Blind, New York, 1951. 
New York, 1957. 
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discussed to considerable extent and the author's theory of the two 
personality types, visual and haptic, is utilized in approaching the 
work of adolescents. In the section concerning modeling and sculpture 
of the blind, Lowenfeld reports on two subjects, one visual, the 
other haptic, and explains their modeling processes. He mentions also 
the fact that the blind work in a parallel position to their work. 
Lowenfeld1 s theory in respect to the creative activity of the 
blind as seen in this book has been formulated and treated more ex-
tensively in previous works. The great value of Creative and Mental 
Growth is in its expression of the great affinity between the creative 
expressions of any two personalities, normal or handicapped, in re-
spect to the necessity and importance of the creative act for any 
individual • 
The Homemaking and Related Arts and Crafts Committee of the 
American Association of Instructors of the Blind began a series of 
requests in 1954 for an arts and crafts summer workshop. In 1958, the 
workshop was a reality held at Hunter College in New York City. Since 
that time, the Report of the workshop has been made available to those 
11 
interested in the proceedings. The Report is an extensive account of 
the full program with many papers and lecture demonstrations given 
involving such topics as: clay modeling, creative arts and crafts, 
arts and crafts as related to vocational opportunities, the use of the 
crafts and the arts in achieving group work goals with blind people. 
1/ "Arts and Crafts Summer Workshop Report", Hunter College, New 
York City, 1958. 
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Various aspects and activity suggestions will be referred to in the 
course of this paper. The emphasis of the report is upon the teaching 
of various craft teChniques with little room for real creative expres-
sion or exploration on the part of the child. Though there are many 
phrases throughout the report which indicate a broader and more in-
cisive view into the potential of blind children, there is no syste-
matic approach to the problem, wherein all of the blind childrents 
developmental characteristics are aligned with those activities most 
beneficial to various levels of growth. It would seem that a psycho~ 
logy of and for the blind underlying the entire workshop would have 
produced a profounder study of arts and crafts for the blind child. 
The above review indicates the lack of published material des-
cribing creative art activities for blind children. The little that 
there is focuses upon clay modeling and sculpture by blind childrea 
and adults, characterizing the general nature and process of their 
works. Currently, in schools for the blind, there is no emphasis on 
the processes, methods and objectives of art education as found in the 
majority of elementary school curricula today. The teaching of craft 
skills, and the assembling of craft kits predominate as handwork 
activity in the education of the blind. This situation is evidenced 
in the reports of the biennial convention of the American Association 
for Instnuctors of the Blind. The purpose of this thesis is to outline 
considerations, contents and approaches to a program of creative art 
activities for elementary age blind children. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE CRAFT AND CRAFT SKILLS 
IN THE EDUCATION OF THE BLIND 
1/ 
- "If sensory and motor education ever does creep into the 
schools for the blind, which it will not do so long as repeti-
tion is the watchword for the learning processes, it will 
appear in a very different form from what is now taught as 
sense training. It will not be a sterile, mechanical process 
for both teaching and learning. It will not be possible either 
to teach it or to learn it from automatic instructions such 
as 'Behind one and in front of two•, tpurl two and knit twot, 
fThree of green and six of pink', tFifty knots to a row and 
fifty rows to a bodyr, 'When you write nvn punch dots 1, 3, 
5, Gt." 
Traditionally, the teaching of skills for the production of a 
utilitarian object has been the subject matter of handwork classes 
in schools for the blind. Typically, craft classes are discovered 
to belong to the department of industrial arts within a particular 
school. 
In each biennial convention of the American Association of 
Instructors of the Blind, there is a workshop devoted to Homemaking, 
Arts, and Crafts. The convention. repos;o:bS:: briefly swmnarize the 
proceedings ef this and other workshops devoted to various phases 
of the curriculum. The summaries state the issues and questions 
discussed in the workshop. There has been no reported evidence of 
discussion concerning creative activities, those in which the child 
1/ Thomas D. Cutsforth, The Blind in SChool and Society, American 
Foundation for the Blind, New York, 1951, P• 191. 
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fashions objects according to ~is own inclinations and by his own 
initiative. Most discussion seems to have centered around homemaking 
learning aids and suggestions for craft activities. Techniques f9r 
teaching craft skills are give~ together with lists of craft ide&s 
which usually involve a type of craft kit. A kit is a set of 
finished pieces which only need assembling according to stated direc-
tions to achieve the finished product. 
The justification of crafts in the education of the blind, in-
volving skill learning by pepetitio~s motor activity, is based on 
several principles. It is believed that craft work aids braille work, 
that the child -may produce an object comparable in beauty and utility 
to a similar craft product produced by anyone, th&t early vocational 
training may be initiated, that tactile sensitivity is heightened -
which is so important to the blind person~ personal welfare and 
happiness, that craft periods provide change of atmosphere and activi~ 
in the school day, and so forth. The above views are valid. However, 
the importance of craft skills in the curriculum has been over-stressec 
to the great neglect of the more natural tendenc;Ne:; of the individual, 
the innate desire to create. 
The value of the craft lies in the above stated principles, but 
the proper relationship of ttarttt and ttcrafttJ must be clarified and 
understood. Craft is a branch or field of art. Art essentially is & 
term applicable to any sphere of learning refering in a broad sense to 
the underlying structure of a particular system - unique to it and 
and definitive of it. The art of the craft means the art of making 
29 
something of utility as opposed to the Fine or decorative arts. 
Another distinction that should be drawn here is that of craft skill 
learning versus creative crafts. The former discipline is seen in 
schools for the blind, the latter in literature concerning art educa-
tion, and in classes for seeing children. Creativity may be defined 
as the process of forming new relationships between known substances. 
Typically, handwork classes for blind children and adults do not moti-
vate any independent approaches to design; rather, they teach skills 
wherein an entire class will turn out highly comparable baskets, bead 
tiles, mats, knitted and woven goods, leather kit products, and so on. 
In a sense, the terms narttt and "blindnesstl often produce simi-
lar effects in the layman. He is wary, and unsure of how to regard, 
understand, or cope with them. Even the parent of the blind child, no 
matter how circumspect, finds a most puzzling problem on his hands in 
trying to raise his child to the best of his ability. Too many parents 
of blind children, desiring to minimize the fact of blindness, impose 
modes of behaviour more typical of the seeing child upon their child. 
They may place great esteem upon anything their child brings home or 
exhibits that looks like a seeing person could have done it, or simply 
looks good, therefore is acceptable to them. Naturally, the child, eageJ 
for praise and acceptance puts great worth on the end product and often 
at a far earlier age than does the seeing child. One reason for this is 
that the process of repetitious motor activity devoid of imaginative 
associations is not fun for long, therefore the finished product is 
longed for. 
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In the early stages of creative development, process rather than 
end product captures the attention of the child. The craft as a signi-
ficant part of the curriculum comes in the fourth grade and upward 
when self-awareness and the conscious perceptions of realities begin 
to manifest themselves in the growing preference for the craft or 
1/ 
utilitarian product.-
The craft must be a corporate part of the blind child's education 
for three important reasons: (1) The craff activity or the making of a 
ttrealfl or utilitarian object is the natural tendency for upper elemen-
tary children. (2) Pleasing others, thereby becoming acceptable or 
being pleasing to others, can be encouraged by the presentation of & 
craft product. Such an approach for creating healthy relationships 
between the blind and seeing is not the most desirable but will per-
sist as long as «there remains that sad and depressing experience th&t 
the 1 seeing tastet of physically normal •educators' is determining the y 
way of expression and production by the blind, tt (3) Very important, 
and perhaps the most beneficial quality the craft project may manifest 
for the blind person is its characteristic simplicity of form and di-
rect comparison to common objects of d&ly living. The craft serves 
the function of better familiarizing the maker with simple objects 
and shapes, and with the way they come into being. What, in simple 
1/ The place and meaning of the craft in art education will be dis-
cussed further in the following chapter.$.. \, 
2/ Viktor Lowenfeld, "Modeling as a Means 0f Self-Expression in 
Schools for the Blind", Harvard Education Review, 1942, vol.l2, P• 6. 
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existence, may be quickly apparant and recognized visually, is not 
so readily available to perception by the blind person. From the 
understanding of a simple craft, the blind person will gradually and 
systematically develop his powers for understanding the more complex 
objects he will encounter. 
~-. 
CHAPTER IV 
CREATIVE DEVELO:EMENT .AND CHABA.CTERISTICS 
OF BLIND CHILDREN 
Introduction 
In the few accounts that exist concerning the modeling and or 
...... - • 0 
sculpture of blind people there are no feferences to such activity 
in the young blind child. Lowenfeld gives us the most extensive and 
useful material on blind children's clay work, but he has dealt pri-
marily with adolescents. The few others that have given thoughtful 
consideration to activities in the plastic arts for the blind speak 
of teaching procedures for,and the products of, adult or high sc_hool 
age subjects .. 
The most proctical way to begin approaching the teaching ~d 
understanding of creative art activities for the poung blind child 
may be in the comparison of creative activity in seeing and.blind 
children.. In Creative and Mental Growth .lf .. Lowenfeld has systemati-
cally discusse~ the stages·of creative development for the pre-shhoo~ 
through the high school age child.- The book is a broad and. compre-
hensive frame of reference for anyone interested in art education. 
There is abundant literature concerning philosophy and practice 
in art education. However, there is ~minimum of practical treatment 
giving the interrelationship of philosophy and practice together 
1:./; Viktor Lowenfeld, Creati-u:e. and. Mental Growth, The Macmillan Co • ., 
-; L ·-~--.. ~;:. ... _..~.-
New York, 1957 .. 
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the physical, mental and emotional developmental characteristics of 
the child. All of these thingsmmust be understood in some kind of 
coherent unity that the justification of art education may be sub-
stantiated; also, so that the processes toward the objecti~es of 
art education m~ be clarified. As Lowenfeld's book quite thoroughly 
explores the nature of creative and mental de~elopment and their 
implications and applications to art education, it will be the 
primary reference for the writer in attempting -to understand the 
creative expression of blind children. 
The topic headings for this chapter are: 
1. The Creative Development of Normal Seeing Children 
2. Some of the Implications of Blindness for the young Blind 
Child 
3. Characteristics of Blind Children's Creative Art Expressiont 
Including a seriea of photographic plates to exemplify 
the creative work of elementary age blind children. 
1. The Creative Development of Normal Seeing Children 
The following comprises short summaries based on Lowenfeld's 
treatment of the creative and mental growth 6f children from pre-
school through the elementary years 9 described in five stages. 
First Stage-1/_.According to Creative and Mental Growth, the 
two to four year old child who is in the first stages of self~ 
expression scribbles~ The most appropriate materials for the scribbler 
are crayons and large paper, and clay. In the beginning the child's 
crayon scribbling is seen as aisordered lines which soon become con-
trolled as repetitive movements begin to appear. Then the controlled 
JJ' op.' cit., pp. 86-107. 
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motions will vary and the last step in the scribbling process comes 
w~en the child begins to name his various scribbles. In the scribbling 
stage, creating large muscular responses to the activity is the child's 
primary motivation. When he begins to name what he scribbles a step 
toward act~al representation is re~ealed and more interest develops 
in looking at the patterns the crayon makes. 
When the p:oung child, the nscribblern, is given clay, he gegins 
to manipulate it by banging and pounding it, then breaking and tearing. 
kneading and squeezing it. fully exp~oring its plastic qualities. 
O~ntrol in the working of clay in the scribbling stage comes when the 
child begins to roll coils and balls out of clay, giving definite f~m 
to it.. The child will begin to name his lump of clay as it is handled 
much in the same way he would name his crayon scribbles • 
. Second Stage 1L.7-'b.e first representational ettem.pss; appear from 
the fourth through the se'fenth years. Those things which actively 
moti~ate the child are the subject of his pictures, the things that 
are important to him~ The earliest representational attempts are closely 
bound up with the lilndi1ddual self. When school experience begins. 
passive knowledge (knowledge not typically experienced or used by 
the child himself, refers to rote learning) progressively increases. 
It is important to activate the child's passive knowledge at this 
stage by means of individual experiences devised to make this passive 
knowledge more meaningful to the child.. The child is now searching 
for concepts, ways of expressing his ideas.. Form symbols will change 
constantly for him as he searches for them .. There aTe no orderly 
11· Op., cit., pp. 108-131. 
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space ~elations apparent in his pictures except as defined to be 
emotional space relations. T,ypiqally, the child in this stage 
begins modeling from the whole lump of clay, pulling out details and 
features, and constantly changes his modes of representation as is 
seen in his drawing. 
Th.ird Stage-l[ __ In the seven through nine year old child• a for.m 
concept is achie~ed. The Child now develops schema (or sty~ized con-
cepts of man and environment). According to Lowenfeld• "the wealth 
of the concept of for.m~ the schema. depends on personality, and on 
the degree to which the teacher was able to activate the child's 
passive knowledge." g[ Further, a purely schematic representation 
would be a represen~ation with no intentional experiences espressed. 
Deviations in schema manifest particular experiences of a child. 
Lowenfeld establishes three principle for.ms of devi~tions or expressions 
of subjective experiencest 
1. Esaggeration (change of size)of important pBrts. 
2. Neglect or omission of unimportant or suppressed parts 
3. Changa (shape) of sy.mbols of emotionally significant parts.3/ 
Now definite order in spatial relationships is apparent which 
brings awareness of the relation of the self to an environment. 
From this it follows that the child's attitude changes from ego-
centricity to cooperation. 
An innate sense of design, rhythmic properties become evident 
il Op., cit~, pp. 132-181. 
Y/ Ibid. , p. 132 • 
1/ Ibid., p. 134• 
• 
in this stage as the child is seen repeating his form concept within 
a picture. 
In modeling. two basic techniques begin to manifest themselves 
now. One is "pulling out from the whole 11 and the other is 11 putting 
single representative symbols together into a whole.m !/ Lowenfeld 
describes the method of pulling out the single details from the whole 
the analytic method. 'lb.e thinking underllting this method is visual 
though at this level the thinking is not applied an a conscious leuel. 
Visual thinking and creating are similar.. Visually minded persons 
tend to transform kilaesthriltic and tactual experiences into visual 
experiences. An important factor in visual observation is the ~. 
ability to see the whole first without an awareness of details. and 
then to analyze this total ~ression into detailed or partial impres-
sions, and finally to synthesize these parts into a new whole. 
The second method of expression described, putting symbols 
together into a whole. means that a synthesis is b~ing built up out 
of partial impressions, Lowenfeld calls the individual who model$ 
in this fashion the 11 haptic 11 type.. 11 The main intermediary for the 
haptic type of individual is the 'body~self'- muscular sensations, 
kinesthetic experiences, touch impressions, and all experiences which 
place the self invalue relationship to the outside world. 11 gj 
Sizes and spaces would be de:t7ermined by their emotional valus in 
size and ~tance. Taus the haptic type is primarily a subjective 
type in contrast to the visual or objejtive type. 
Fo~th Stage- 3L In the fourth stage, realism is a keynote 
1/ Op. cit., p. 162 • 
gj Ibid., p. 265. 
3) Ibid., pp. 182-215. 
~- . 
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for children nine through eleven years. Here children attempt to 
represent reality as a visual concept realized in nature, motion, 
distance, light and atmosphere. As the child becomes conscious of ~e 
significance of his environment, typically in visual terms, his con-
fidence in his own creative power is undermined. 
In representations the child begins to substitute means of 
expression by aceum~ating details on those parts which are emotion-
ally significant. He shows an increasing interest in decoration as· 
he grows conscious of the differences in sexes, dresses versus suitse. 
ana so on. In clay modeling, pottery may become the favorite sub-
ject matter.. In this stage children begin to express considerable 
interest in crafts, or the making of utilitarian objects. Likewise 
children will reveal an ever greater curiosity about the nature of 
• 
the physical world. They want to know how certain mechanical or 
scientific objects and phenomena function and enjoy constructing 
their own examples of certain processes. 
Fifth StageJb(In the eleventh through thirteenth years the 
ability to reason develops significantly and there is an increased 
emphasis on the imp~rtanee of the final product replacing the fact 
of the working process as the primary motivation for 'he creating 
child~ Now the two personality types, preference for visual stimuli, 
versus interpretation of subjective experiences can be clearly seen. 
The~e seems to be a great love for action and drematiz~tion in this 
stage. 
1/ Op. cit., pp.216-255 • 
• 
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2. Same of the Implications of Blindness 
for the Young Blind Child 
BOw does the young blind child experience the world, come to 
know about himself and his environment that he may live in it happily 
and usefully? The core of the problem is predominantly in the hands 
of his parents whose realistic and understanding treatment of him 
will largely deter.mine how independent and resourceful he will be-
come. A thoughtful family will provide as varied and vast opportun~ 
ities for their blind child's learning experience as t~ would for 
his sighted brother or sister. Any change of emphasis in those things 
and situations presented to the blind child would came in the manner 
his particular:· sensory equipment was stimulated. That isf as the 
majority of learning comes through visual stimuli, these same or 
similar stimuli would have to affect the blind child through another 
sensory medium in order that he might obtain somewhat comparable 
knowledge of the same experience affecting a sighted person. The 
world of tactile realities approximates the world of visual realities 
in so far as the perception of concrete substances is concerned. 
Therefore, the sense of touch becomes the blind child's chief tool in 
realizing the physical makeup of his environment. Secondarily, thrmgh 
the world of tactual associations he will learn to relate and organize 
substances, and became instrumental in relating himself practically 
to an organic world .. 
When blind children come of school age we can observe greater 
discrepancies between their individual skills, abilities, and know• 
ledge and those of a group of seeing children comparable in age and 
intellectual potentiality. This situation seems to stem from the 
-39-
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simple fa~t that parents know more about how te raise seemng than 
blind children. Taerefere in the kindergarten we will observe 
energetic explorers and passive sitters. Same children will 'know 
how' to use their hands. Taey will curiously investigate an object; 
push, pull, squeeze~ shake and disect it if possible. Other 
chilaren maY. not yet have been so inspired to do even so much as 
grasp an object fir.mly. Taese same children probably exhibit 
sufficient vermal and social maturity to justify their readiness 
for kin&ergarten. 
Though blind and seeing children ~ompare in intellectual 
potential, several factors may account for why blind children are 
. "' 
often older thalll seeing children -wiBhin a particular grade. Le~ing 
skills will came more slowly to the blind child typically as he . 
advances through school. Late admission to school, illness and 
other situations also cause blind children to exceed age norms grade 
to grade. 11 
On the average, blind children are more verbal, talk more, than 
seeing children do. However a great percentage of their verbalizing 
may be engaged in merely to maintain a constant relationship to 
an external situation or environment, often excessive and uncon-
structive in eharact'er. From another point o~ view, verbal expression 
may indicate knowladge not based on personal experience therefore 
essentially meaningless to them.. "Verbalism" 2J is the term most 
11 In a preceding section, 110reative Development of Normal Seeing 
Children," of the elementary ages, comments were included for the 
eleven through thirteen year old child due to the fact of age 
discrepancies between blind children and normal age placement 
throu€;h school • 
gf Berthold Lowenfeld, "Psychological A§pects of Blindnessf, 
Outlook for the Blind{ (February, 1947) vol. 41, no, 2,-p.33. 
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used to describe the above tendencies. Verbalisn is believed to 
be caused by a_child's comparative paucity of first hand experiences. 
The perception of objects and spatial relationships constitute 
the most restrictive elements in the blind person.'s perceptual capa-
city~ and represents those factors which most typically inspire 
children to use words without understanding their real meaning,.. 
Spatial orientation and object perception are problans which have 
been ~iven some study and consideration and certainly have partial 
bearing on the erea-tive possibilities of blind people thottgh their 
exac~ significance in this respect has not been determined. 
~·~-- 41 
Fo~lowing will be a catalog of photographic plates showing clay 
modeling and other projects of children totally blind from birth, pre-
ceded by statistical information for each plate. The writer witnessed 
all of the projects depict&d, all of which were done indepepaantly 
of the teacherts help. Therefere, no influence·structured the con .... 
cepts expressed of the human for.m of objects here representea beyond 
the child's immediate and personal representation of his ideas. The 
purpose in showing this particular set of examples is to reveal 
v~rious approaches to modeling and construction by olind children 
who ha~e had little experience handljng clay and other materials 
freely, and no motivation to question and restructure their own 
concepts and ideas before making these objects· .. 
The childre~ who maBe the objects depicted are all congeni~ 
tally blind, ana defined to be totally blind for purposes of this 
paper. Some of the children have light perception, very sligh~ on 
the whole, which is noted for each instance. Light perception enables 
m person to distinguish light sources or directions, perhaps enlarging 
his awareness of space and physical freedom, and aiding spatial orientation. 
-41-
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3.. Characteristics of Blind Childrents Creative Art Expression 
Catalog of Information about the Creamive Wo~k Depicted in the 
Photographic Plates-__ The plates following the catalo§ below 
. . 
are numbered and figures within each plate are lettered if there 
are more than one and are to be re~erred to sep~!~tely~ Each figure 
depicted is accompanied by its dimensions, the 8eight being the first 
measurement given~ The terms used to describe the modeling processes 
for the objects depicted are defined in Chapter One under 11Definitlhmn 
of Terms"' .. 
Plate I: _{a) Clay figure of a "little girl" modeled by a fourth 
gl:'ade girl; eleven-years-old. with light perception... 
The projection on the right ii;l one leg .. · Additive 
modeling process wxcept for the facial features 
which were pulled out. 
(b) Clay figure·of a person by·a five year oldkinder-
gar:ten girl. additive·. Two arms ana stuliby legs 
were modeled b~t are hard to distinguish in the 
photograph. 
(c) Clay person by a thirteen year old si~h gzade 
boy.. The boy supe:dmposed smooth. strips of clay 
over a smooth ball. This boy was out of schoold 
for the greater part.of the year having orthopedic 
work done in his pelvic region~ He moves slowly 
and has a stiff retrained gait. 
. . - . -
Plateii:_ (a) Clay figure of a person by an eleven year old 
fourth grade girl.. Features were pulled out. The 
figure was held in one hari.d -While it was being made, 
and laid on it's back when finished. 'It is a flat 
figure looking almost two-dimensional .. 
(b~ and (c) Clay "rabbits" done by eleven _year old 
fourth grade girl recently advanced from a slow 
section of·the third grade to a slow section of 
the foutth grade. Light,perception. 
Pla teiii ::_ Clay figure of a person by an eleven year old fifth 
grade boy. He made the arms and legs first, 
rolling lumps of clay into sausages, rolled a ball 
for a head, then attached the five pieces onto a 
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flattened elliptical lump of clay and' called his person 
finished.. It was 'then ·sliggested to him that he put a 
face·on his person whereupon he poked holes for eyes, 
ears, nostrils, andnioutli then said he had to put some 
of the face in the stoniach because· there was· not enough 
room in the head. · He made no attempt to project any 
feature except for thEf ear flaps which he added when his 
own were pulled to make hDn aware of one projection. 
-
Plate IV: '_]'igures of people 'iily an eleven year old" fifth grade 
boy, {a) is plasticene, (b0 and'(e) are clay;.. The figures 
were modeled in thr-ee consecutive· class sessions. Figures 
(b) and (e) represent boxers~ (a.), ·a· staitdi:rig person .. 
All three modeled by an· aad.itfve process, (e) first, (b) 
next, neither have legs 11 but rest on 11 stands" instead. 
Plate V: Clay figures of people by ten year old fifth grade 
boy. TWo standing male figures; one fe:i:riale figl!lre sitting 
on a four-legged stool .. · .Additive process. · The three 
people. are supposed to represent a. family" known to the 
boy. Facial features aan be B.istingtiished on figure (c)., 
siightly on figure (a). · No face was malite on the sitting 
figure. The legs and :feet'on'the stool are' si.:rriilar in 
character t6 the ·feet on-tlie'people.· The figures were 
assembled in a parallel :Position to the boy •. 
Plate VI: __ One "grazing bull" ·(b) ·and two ·nuows" of clay by the 
boy that. mOdeled the family ih P]_ate v. The· sitting down 
cow bas horns similar 'to those·in fig-IJ.re (a). The general 
features of the cows resemble comparable features in the 
people of Plate V. 
Plate VII: .Cley. figure of . a person ay eleven year . old sixth 
grade boy, is a. rtman looldng up at the· stars n ~ Figure 
wa.s made standing, begi:i:iiti:rig with'head, part additive, 
part pulling out modeati:Dg process~·· Figure was made 
parallel to the boy• s sitting position~. 
Plates V'III:_XII: . ..lrigtires by ten year old fou:bth grade girl, some 
are from last year when she was nine. She has light per-
ception. 
Plate VIU: .. Tirif'oil ballet daricelit with· ehignon "who is about a 
nine year old little girl," modea&a when girl was nine. 
Plate IX: )'lasticene figures done previous year: birds, Indian, 
man riding horse~ horse has saddle ana bridle (cen~er 
figure~ blurred unfortunately), white mouse in fore-
ground, also seen in Plate XI~ 
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Plate X1 __ CJ.a.y figures. two mice, little girl Sitting·on a 
stool~ dog with flappy ears, two horses, goose, two biras 
sitting on a perch. 
Plate XI: .. Plasticeri.e mouse.. .All modeling, of this a.D.d the 
prededing figures is by the pulling-out method. · 
Plate XII: ,;F?a..per mache horse·, strips of newspaper dipped· in 
wheat paste wrapped over rolleil newspaper· armature ... 
The teacher helped construct the armature. 
) 
P1 ate XIII:: ... Clay figures by ten year old fourth grade gir.&.,. 
(a) CHild sittinggon a chair holding a bowl with a spoon 
in it. . . . - . 
(b) House with a door, ch:i.n:itley, floor~ :rio windows. 
(c) Boat with a smoke stack~ :flagpole, rudder and 
driver holding a steering wheel~ .. . 
Additive process. The girl has light perception. 
Plate XIV! J'lasticene model bY nine· year old fourth grade 
... . 
boy. SUbject is a man driving·awheeless (.because wheels 
are II Sillytt· for a plasticene maael._) . With a man iri the back 
holding a pistol. · .Addi tiire process. II'he boy wiShed 
to make a jeep out of ·wooa.; made the :Pl'aaticene model 
to show that he knew the basic structure· of a jeep ... · 
While' modeling 'he' talke-d about tl;Le character and :Par;ts 
of a jeep indicating a good conception of his subjedt. 
~ . " . . ' 
Plate XV: ~igure of a pe~son made out o!.co~struction paper 
py a ten year old fourth grade boy. The- only part o:f 
the figure that the boy did independehtly was'the face· 
for which he devised his 0wri ways··of malting eyes, nose, 
mouth and ears (containing ear drums) and placed them 
as shown .. 
PJ ate XVI and X'flii t..Oonstructions by an eleven year old fourth 
grade boy. 
Plate XVIt .J3ubject is ·an example of a.· problem given to an 
entire fourth grad.e cilass-..of boys'wherein each was to 
invent something usi:iig any combination· of wood ·scraps 
(which could. not be cut), string; wire, paper and glue. 
Each child'was given a pmece of· cardboard to build his in-
vention· on.· Plate XVI shows a good utilization of the 
materials available, good spatial 'orientation md' 
organization upon a two dimensional surface. This boy 
was the' o:rily orie of' a class' cori. tainirig both totally blind 
and partially.;..seeing members to think of . projecting 
objectsvertically into the air· from which he struri.g wire 
and string, one to another. The remainder of the class 
• 
Plate 
tended to lay thi:D.gs down, thinking in terms of hori-
zontals, fasteni:D.g all elements of their constructions 
as !}lose to their cardboard surfaces as possible •. 
. . 
XVII: A,_ construction usi:D.g va:dous weights of wire, and 
two piecesqof co:t'k for a base. The boy made this "in-
vention~· quickly, made it com:i;>l"icated, st~pped work on it 
only when he no longer laiew "what was going on".. At 
one point it reminded him of a boat. He worked very· 
animatedly, jumping back ana forth& between sections,, 
cutting• tying. and twisting wires. 
. . 
P,ate XVIII: .Wood scrap and clay construction by thirteen year 
old fifth g;ltade boy. ·The construction represents "Plymouth 
County, Hansen, Mass., vlith a fire station on top. 11 
rv·. .. 
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Discussion~_.If we consider the discussion concerning some of 
the implications of blindness, in light of the summaries of Lowenfeld's 
first five stages of creative and mental growth, some discrepancies 
between the creative expression of blind and seeing children of like 
. - ·-
age should become apparent. A few of these discrepanmies are eaem-
piified in the photographic plates preaeding this section. The 
following describes the creative development and characteristics of 
elementary age blind children. 
Recently a kindergarten teacher in a school for the blind 
asked her children to model people for her out of clay. She received 
many different modes of expression in response;:.to he:fl "assigmnent11 • 
One child pinched off ~all pieces ef clay from a lump until he had 
no lump left • merely a pile of small bits of cikay. By that time 
the time for the activity was over. Another child pounded and broke 
the clay as is natural for the first stages of scribbling. (This 
child iS ~epeating kindergarten next year. The child of the pre~ 
ceding example is going into a pre....primary grade .... ) A third child 
was interested in purely manipulating the clay, imaginati~ely naming 
and renaming what she had dmne to the clay. She rolled a snake, 
poked a lump and called it a cream puff, finally started her ~er-
son, made him "headless", then 11 one-..legged, n finally stopped her 
. . 
activity altogether uninter~sted in finishing_her person even with 
the teacher's encouragement. A fourth child got right down to work 
on his task, carefully ro~led a head, rolled a larger ball for a 
body • and made long thin coils for arms and legs:, then put all the 
pieces together into a person (lying on its bac~) and said he was 
-6o--
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finished.. Previously the teacher had told the class that the Wsnake"' 
method was a good way to make ar.ms and legs. Apparently he was the 
only child in the class to remember this and conscientiously applied 
his knowledge. He showed no spontaneity of approach, rather a 
disciplined, methodic, fulfillment of the task. He is a shy,, intelli-
gent industrious child. 
The final member of the class, a girl, made the person which 
is figure (b) in Plater. She took a lmng time getting down to 
"work11 , was silly, pdlked holes in the clay, laughed and called it 
sticky, was very animated and talkative all the while manipulating 
. . . - -~ .. ~ 
the clay freely. Her 11person11 is a squat lum.p of clay with a smaller 
one pushed inti? it and two ar.ms of' different lengths and stubby legS> 
attached. When this much had been finished she stood it u~ight, 
said she was finished, quickly got up and danced out to wash her 
hands .. 
The preceding demonstrates that the first stages of' scribbling 
to a formalized schematic approach to madeling may be evident in a 
kindergarten class o~ blind children •. The last mentionned child 
-· . . " .. . - . - . . . 
appeared to be the most creative, self-expressive child. She has 
the highest measured intelligence quotient in the class, which is 
considerably above average, is an empathetic, energetic socially 
w~ll.adjusted child. She is the ye~est member of the class being 
five years, in the late spring of' the year. 
There is a possibility of two factors which may describe why a 
. I 
kindergarten age blind child has not passed through hhe s~r~bbling 
stage of' self-expression or perhaps has sc~rcely entered it. He 
may have never had sufficient experience using his hands, feeling 
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and manipulating to realize how his hands might become 1~'curious 11 , 
to seek out more and different weights, te2tures and consistencies. 
. - ·-
On the other hand, if he has fully e~erienced the scribbling stage 
he may not be ready to pass ~o the first stages of represent~tion 
. . 
due to a lack of awareness and active knowledge about himself or 
about objects~-resources for subject matter. 
An exprame example of a total inability to project features 
from a clay body into space to represent ar.ms, legs and a head is 
Plate I figure (c). This boy workma lmng and carefully on his 
person. It appears as a neat smooth job. Onee he made a dog by 
the same methods, which looked no different than the human figure. 
The clay work by this boy illustrates a subjective inhibition on 
the part of its creator, who is somewhat retricted p~sically by 
an abnormal pelvic structure. 
Plate I, figure (a), 11 a little gi%'13! done by a fourth grade 
girl. i~ ~ lumpy unsmoo~hed figure having one leg projecting perpin-
dicularly to the other, coming out of the middle of one side. All 
ot the facial features are apparent. This example shows alless 
skillfull, and deliberate handling of the clay, than was apparent fer 
the prededing example. It is a squat, heavy figure. On first 
glance the figure may seem a more ambiguous and distorted form con-
cept than figure (c) of-Plate I. BOweve~. definite projections 
are made from the figure, proportions and positions reveal certain 
awarenesses and greater objectivity on the part of the creator. 
. . 
She has created some schematic approaches to certain features, seen 
in the way she pulled out ears from either side of the head, poked 
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holes for ~;yes at the same time pulling out brows ana p!bking a lqng 
r . 
straight mouth• These same methods for face making appear often in 
the modeling of blind children. The rest of her figure was made 
constructively, lump on lump, ana piece stuck to piece until the 
. . 
whole conception represented was achieved. The odd placement of 
the one leg might have been the result of day dreaming while it 
was being placed, or of simply believing hhat this was the correct 
placement, as she was holding and shifting the position of the figura 
. - . .. ~ 
continually while she was modeling it. Practi~e in the handling of 
clay and a greater self-awareness will he~p her create greater sue-
cesses in clay modeling. She was pleased with this fig~e when she 
had finished it, but when she showed it to other class members who 
~·:v· told her it did not look like much of anythingi;,she lost some con-
fidence ana decided. she did not like it either. However when she 
was made aware of the good features of her work, she was then inter~ 
ested in knowing how to do better. 
CHildren of the sixth grade and older have been seen who still 
poke holes into a cubish lump of clay, seemingly ar~ii,trarily, 
manipulate it somewhat and call their result a person. Visually, 
these products ha-ee no representational value.. Whet.her or not, in 
such e:x:am.ples, there was an intensly subjective, _or "haptic" _ identi--
fication with the subject matter or with the clay itself on the part 
of the child during the modeling process is a mute point. If 
,. 
asked these children can point out 'V§.rious jaatures and parts, 
but it is difficult to know if they are not merely listing features 
.. . 
for your benefit. Another day this description might invert itself 
or the object may not be remembered at all, which is indicative 
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of dissociation from the end produst, the children having been ex-
elusively ana subjectively involved in the working process. In 
these e~ples we f~ the poorest body~coneept represented of 
all, (visually speaking).. which may illustrate a ·aecidedly im-
~ - ' -
mature expressive and creative aevel in the children in comparison 
to their educational and chronological age level. 
In Plate II is seen an.alm.ost t-wo-diniensional figure which 
was made by holding a lump of clay in one hand, pulling out the 
. .. 
head, ar.ms and legs with the other. No further differentiation of 
parts. was made.. When the girl finished the 11little girl" whe 
laid it on i~s b-ack as it is'--d.epicted. This figure exemplifies 
the first stages of representation as described by Lowenfeld.. A 
- ' ~ ~ ~ • • ~-- • L • • 
simple image of the whole was preconceived in sensing the whole 
, 
lump of clay in the hand. The most essential features then were 
pulled out in proper relationships. The modeler is a fourth grade 
girl. She too creates immature expressions~ representations, for 
her age. 
Figlires (w) and (c) of Prate II are "rabbi ts 11 done by another 
fourth grader, who, howe~er, was just beginning fourth grade work 
. . . ' . . . 
at the time she made the "rabbits"... At this point the girl was 
totally unable to create an:p: "ibogi_cal" ~on,n _schema• She has 
average intelligence, is curious and eager to learn but is decidealy 
immature socially and i&unable to initiate any constructive activity, 
however is easily motivated by suggestion. 
Plate III is a figure done by- a fifth grade boy .... _This is a 
solid ~igure, large in comparison to the modelings of most of the 
. children. Here the si~basic parts of the human for.m were constructed, 
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then the ar.ms, legs and head weBe stuck to the body. , The face comes 
down into the stomach,, which at the time seemlhd indicative of a 
totally imperso~al approach on the part of the child rathe:t: than 
a misconception, especially, as he mentionaed.the fact• The boy 
shows awareness of the openings of the head, but not of the projec-
tiona relating to these openings. The ear flaps were the result 
of bringing the boy•s attention to them by pulling his own. The 
arms are seen to be situated at the top of the iegs instead of, 
mcbre properly, near the head. Sue~ a representation 
is one that might find i~s counterpart in a drawing of a kindergart~ 
ner, or possibly, first grader. There is no s~lf-cont.aweent about 
the figure.. The ar.ms are placed perpendicui.arly and stif~ly from 
the figure revealing little interest and skill, as yet, in repre-
sentational possibilities. 
A level of achievement somewhat above that seen above is 
apparent in Plate IV, which shows three figures by a fifth grade 
boy. The figures m:eee modeled in consecutive class sessions. 
Figures (b) and (c) were modeled while the boy was sitting down. 
There was no attempt to make legs for these figures. The boy pre-
ferred instead to make nstands" for the figures, saying this after 
he had Rinished them. Next he modeled figure (a) while he himself 
was standing. It is seen as a much more sturdy, confident, properly 
proportioned than either of the other two1 This boy showed definite 
independent growth of a form and body-concept aa he concentrated 
. . 
quite hard in his working, wanting to do well. Figures (b) and (c) 
are clay while figure (a) is plastieene. If plasticene is the right 
degree of softness im is easier to assemble a model with it and ha~e 
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it stand up and stick together successfully than with clay.. Fig-
ures (b) and (c) are "boxers" and reveal a desire in the child 
to express feeling, action and vitality even though the results 
do not seem to impart much aggressiveness. Figure (a) is quite 
self-contained. lifeless in comparison to the other two as the 
boy did not wish to give this person any special character or per-
sonalityl 
A.more mature, highly developed and subjective approach to 
his clay and subject matter is evident.in t~e figures of P1ate V 
as compared to the figures of P1ate IV. A classmate of the boy who 
modeled figures in ~ate IV is the creator of the "family" and "cows"' 
of Plates· V and VIr. The boy who modeled these figures is a quite 
self-assured, competent individualt atypically resourceful and 
sKillful with his hands. He is very matter-of-fact about his model-
··· 
ing, saying he believes he has discovered that the best way to model 
is to make each part.carefully with i1iSB various details then to 
put all of the details together into a whole. When he has care-
fully pinched all of the parts of the human for.m together he makes 
faces, poking shallow eyes and poking a mouth. He preferred not 
to make· these people 11 doing 11 anything because they were to represent 
a eertaJin family known to him, "resting"', standing and sitting. 
The feat on the family, on the stool and on the cows are all made 
a.ltike, ·are thick and oval. The hands are spatula-like. large and 
flat. Heads and upper torsos tend to diminish in size in comparison 
to the appendages. As for the cows, more action and variety of pos-
tures are seen than for the people. The boy pro~essed knowing about 
"cows 11 and how they looked. The mo-st "cow"-like features about 
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them are the horns seen on two of the three. The heads of the cows 
are round and human-like. Sensed from the six figures by this boy 
is forcefulness, feeling imparted that bothe they and the boy have 
their 1feet on the ground•. 
This boy handles scissors well, devises many clever and effectmue 
ways to cut straight lines and can cut two-dimensional patterns of 
simple objects. He is quick to recognize mistakes or needffifor 
improvement. He learns rapidly how to enlarge and improve upon his 
powers to. conceptualize through materials. 
Plate VII shows a figure of a man by a six~h g~ade boy, and is 
a sQIP.arely built, massive figure. Tb_e boy modeled partially by anr- -
additive method, partly by pinching and pulling out oohtours on the 
figure. He faced the back of 1ftis figure or worked in a parallel 
position to his figure~ The boy set the lump of clay up as if he 
were sensing the whole image he was to represent in it, then broke 
off pieces for the head and ar.ms. He had difficulty making the legs, 
could not cope with the weighty mass of clay he found under the 
finished upper portions of has figure. He finally solved his prob-
lem by pinching the whole mass in half, one hand around each leg 
then pulled out large feet. The making of holes for eyes and mouth 
follewed. The method for making facial features, using each hand 
to make an~· eye, approaching from the back of the head, holding the 
head in the palms of the hands add making both eyes at the same time, 
then making the mouth is a common approach in blind children. This 
method is seen in children working parallel to their work, and is 
illustrated in P1ate I (a) and P1ate V. When the eyes are maRe 
according to the process described above, a ridge naturally for.ms 
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between them which resembles a nose. If after the modeling process, 
the child is encouraged to "explain" his figure, he will call this 
ridge a nose. It is not likely, typically~ that the nose was con-
sciously thought of at all during the making of' the facial features. 
'The ears are usually the only conscious project~on made from the 
head and are pulled or pinched out of either side of the head~ 
much in the same manner the child 11 feels" his own ears. 
On the whole, Plate VII manifests a good body-concept as well 
as forceful personality in the creator. Though the figure is squat 
it is well P,roportioned and parts relate properly to each othere 
This boy had not modeled in an indetermined period of time when he 
made this figure. His relatively unskillful handl*ng of the material 
prevented a much more detailed and animated product in keeping with 
this boy's keen interest inmany things. He enjoys wrestling, has 
above average intelligence and is interested in doing well in school. 
His manual skills are exceptionally good. When he had finished his 
11man looking up at the stars 11 • he laughed and said that itlooked 
like a frog., 
""' Plates VIII~XII show figures made by a fourth grade girl. 
This girl has enjoyed modeling small people, animals, and objects 
s{nce she was of kindergarten age. Generally, she was prohibited 
from usmng any 11messy" medium to model with so usually settled for 
tinfoil. She is able to make-very vi~~all! rea~istic figures in 
tinfoil which may be bo more than one-fourth inch hi~h. Her first 
. . - ~ 
experience wit~ clay is represented in Plate x. She became ac-
quainted with plasticene last year. Plate Vlll shows one of her 
. . --
largest tinfoil subjects, a well proportioned example of the subject 
• 
she had in mind, a 11 nine year old ballet dancer with a chignon" .. 
She is extremely interested in knowing how her figures rr1ook 11' 
visually. She wants to know if they 11 look" right, how oa>d 
they "look", if they "look" like a girl or boy (if an animal figure 
is in question) if they 11 look11 lively or quiet. If she does not 
feel that her figures are immediately acceptgble to others she 
loses all interest in them. She models all kinds of animals, birss, 
mice, cats, dogs, people riding horses, and so on. Where her con-
cepts have came from is not ~own, though she likes. ceramic and metal 
miniatures ana has a collection at hmme which she apparently plays 
with on the weekends when she goes home from schooL. 
All figures are modeled by pulling out the ~e2tures·fram the 
whole piece of clay or tinfoil or from whatever _she is working 
. - -
with. The only other example model&d by this process is depicted in 
Plate II, figbre (a). However, this was a much more immature, un-
sophisticated modeling than those of her classmate. A definite 
modeling aptitude and talent for transmitting tactual object per-
captions to the modeling process is well evident from seeing the 
figures in Plates' MII-XII ana from watching them being formed •. 
The Plate depicting a paper mache horse illustrated that the girl 
is capable of maintaining a sense for proportion in a much larger 
whole than she more typically works with~ She is the girl pictured 
in the photograph preceding the preface of this thesis, where she 
is making small figures out of thin wire, (see _the left foreground). 
She is able to represent her form concepts through any pliable ma~ 
terial. All of her figures are animated and lively. The essential 
natur.e of each kind of person, object or an:imal made seams well-
-'1-4--
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conceived and expressed. She models ~ickly making several figures 
within a few minutes. Eer ideas, ability to preconceive a total 
image, then to model analytically, her facility to speedily under-
stand the possibilities of a medium and how to work with it. her 
manual dexterity all combine to create these unusual little figure~ 
However, this same child shows a minimum of creative initiative in 
respect to any ac~ivity which does not directly inv~lve thr modeling 
of a small figure. She has well mastared one skill, but now needs 
opportunities and motivation to explore much further, the dreative 
possibilities with tools and materials and knowledge. Then her 
"talent" will expand and mature rather than expire with too much 
repetition and lack of nourishment in its beginning stages. 
The most complicated and well-conceived modelings within 
the 1-1hole plate series are seen in Plate XIII.. They 1-1ere modeled 
combining both the constructive or additive and the pulling-out 
. . 
techniques. The creator is another fourth grade girl who is 
unusually resourceful and quicm and has especially good manual 
skills. §he handles scissors well and can cut her ewn patterns 
out of paper quite successfully. Her figures show the most advanced 
davelppment for all the depicted figures in respect to variety of 
subject matter attempted• skill in handling the material, fluency 
of imagination and complexity of subject matter. Plate XIV shows 
a jeep done by a fourth grade boy who may be compared to the girl 
described above in having a similar wide range of interests and 
ability to conceptualize broadly thro~h mate!ials. He is not 
yet as skillful handling clay as she is, and models more from the 
whole lump of clay than she does. Both children's creative 
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development seems to compare favorably with that of nor.ma1-sighted 
children of the same age .. 
Plate XV shows a paper sculpture by a fourth grade boy,. 
In paper sculpture activities, especially in respect to blind 
persons, a concept for representation must be well understood for 
abstracting into paper. as it necessarily is geared to transmitting 
. . 
·only the most generalized conceptions of a particular object. The 
boy who made the "man 11 pictured in Plate XV has a good body-concept 
as he efficiently devised ways to represent the difficult facial 
features and placed them appropriatelyl He made hair but most of 
it had fallen off at the time the yhotograph was taken. 
Plates XVI and XVII are constructions made by a fourth grade 
boy. This boy is very well oriented, san quickly learn his way 
. ' 
about in-new places. He enjoys easel painting~ though totally 
blind, and his pictures show a good ability to orient himself on two-
dimensional surfaces. He picks colors for his pictures with dmfinita 
purposes in mind and can return to his finished picture at any time 
and tell you what is going on in the pictures and what colors are 
whefe,. Easel painting is an unrealistic, unprofitable activity for 
. . . 
a blind child and should be engaged in only to satisfy a child's 
natural curiosity about the process. This particular boy has been 
.. . 
known to compete unrealistically at times with the 11visual" activities 
-- - ~ 
of others, accounting for why he wants to easel paint, and go through 
. . . 
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the ldmg process of a "crayon resist 11 drawing, pointedly J:'emembering 
hoY.T he organized his designs which appear as scribbles -~Ti ~h. "cha:r:aeter" • 
MUch of the boy's exceptional resourcefulness and creativity nas 
been inspired by the desire to act "sighted" .. Therefore it is now 
~ 7b-
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necessary to replace the goad which consis~ently ~rastrates him 
. . 
by a more healthy and satisfying motivation. He will then become 
a successful human being as he has a great natural vitality and 
energy •. 
If we look carefully at the creative work by blind children, 
consider and. evaluate it by every resouree available there will 
still be many questions unanswered concerning its real meaning 
and significance for the personal and social adjustment of the 
blind c~ld. Greater insight and understanding will cane by develop-
. . " - -
ing a broad frame of reference for purposes of comparing the work 
. . 
of many blind children to each other and th the work of many hfutmal-
seeing children as well as to other developmental characteristics 
of personality expression. Blind children must be allowed as wide 
an opportunity for creativity ax seeing children typically are so 
that we may begin to have sufficient material to determine whether 
or not young blind and seeing children are comparable in their 
creative growth and activity. Lowenfeld implies that there is a 
great comparability between the personality types of seeing and blind 
. . . . 
people manifested in their ?reative.exp~ession, but his belief is 
founded on a situation where a select group of adolescents (for the 
most part) were given the opportunity to_cre~te_and b~come·most 
consciously involved in their own creative capacities. We need 
/· 
to give a similar opportunity to all young blind children • 
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CHAPTER V 
CONTENTS .AND CONSIDERATIONS OF .AN ART PROGRAM 
FOR ELEMENTARY .AGE BLIND CHILDREN 
"One of the fundamental urges of the human individual is to 
impress himself upon his environment~ to do something to the 
things or the people around him. This doing may be distruc ... 
tive or may be constructive 1f ••• We cannot create 6~t of 
nothing. Even in imagination, we create by recombining 
earlier experiences and imaginations.«£/ 
1. The .A\rt Room 
Ideally, the roam for art classes should be large with ample 
floor and table working areas for at least ten people. Open tool 
and.material shelves, project storage shelves, and display areas 
should be arranged against the walls of the room. A pleasantly de~ 
corated and well-organized room will naturally provide a good working 
atmosphere for teacher and pupils alike. as well as give a pleasing 
aspect for visitors. The work of the children can become the focal 
points of the room's general design. Colorfully painted details 
contrasting watm and lightly colored walls and furniture give added 
vitality toward inspiring surroundings. .Any equipment that a child 
might require within a class period should be accessible to him in 
some area of the room, preferably on an open shelf~ If careful thought 
has gone into the good planaing of a systematically arranged room, 
children coming into elass may quiekly learn where things are and 
may obtain clues to help their successful orientation to the room. 
J:./' J'osephine Foster, Neith E. Headly, Education in the Kindergarten • 
American Book, Co., New York, 1948, p. 96. 
4 Ibid 
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2. General Orientation of Children to the Art Roam 
The first session of the school year and first minutes of a 
few subsequent classes should be spent allowing each child oppor-
tunities to acquaint himself with the general character and layout 
of the room, and the whereabout of all of its contents. Same children 
may never learn how to gather materials together efficiently, however, 
considerable care chould be put to helping these children distinguish 
between the general natures of each wall, know where the windows, doors, 
storage sheli!les,~e. and so on. The amount of free floor space should 
be discovered by each child as well as the other avaalable working 
spaces. To make spatial orientation within the room positive and well 
conceived, it may be beneficial and interesting to discuss the charactex 
of the roam with the children, having them note the various relation-
shipd they have discovered. Later on in the school year orientation 
testing tasks might be fun and useful to the children. Such an example 
would be ·to have timed exercises • finding the light switch, or particu 
lar shelf, or assembling a number of materials together in preparation 
for a particular activity. Exploring the roam may entail quite varied o 
activity from noting the particular arrangement of objects within a 
specific area, to crawling on hands and knees on all of the floor 
that can be crawled upon, to standing on a bench or a table to find 
out where the ceiling is. 
By spending considerable time in teaching blind children about 
their roam, much of the problem of inspiring independent thinkers and 
workers will be solved. Also, significantly less working time will be 
lost by children who don•t know where to get something needed in a 
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project,. 
.A. good class session must have a student-u.eatea beginning and end; 
that is. children should do much of the preparing and assemblage of 
project materials for the class time and putting away of same, so the 
clliassroam will be clean and organi~ed for the next group coming. in. 
General neatness of surroundings is an incentive to do neat work, and 
inspires cooperation between classes. Also, if each child organizes 
his own working situation, (degree of actual preparation by the child 
will necessarily depend on the length of time at his disposal and the 
nature of his work), he will better develop the ability to organize 
thought and time. 
3. The Presentation of Tools and Materials: A Six Step Process 
In order to allow the widest possible experience and f~iliarity 
with tools and materials, their presentation might be regarded as ~ six 
step process. The six steps or lessons can serve as a long range lesso 
plan outline or may be ~ quick review f~or a group that already has bee 
through the steps in a previous year. The discussion of creative de-
velopment which is found in Ohapter Four of this thesis will provide ~ 
general guide to how the contents of the following outline are emphesiz 
according to the developmental level of each class taught. Following t 
outline below there is a list of the tools and materials which best 
exemplify each step. 
First Lesson - The primary step is to have a class become thoroug 
familiar with the essential .. character of many materials, one at a time. 
The first sessions would be free, highly exploratory sessions when 
so 
children would discover how each material can be manipulated, torn, 
pulled, bent, twisted, tied, dented, squeezed folded, and so on. 
Discussion should be aimed at revealing children's reactions to differe 
goods, textures, resisting and pliant qualities, preferences, (with 
reason). Initially, the children should make their own discoveries 
about the distinctive properties of materials, share these between 
themshelves, and begin to compare the different materials. Later the 
teacher can begin to intDQduee various techniques applicable to ~ 
specific material, which enable that material to work better. For 
example, a variety of paper folding techniques and exercises will be 
important to learn in order that the child may know how to appr~aeh 
a:. simple task such as letter and book folding, to the more complex 
activities in paper sculpture and construction. 
Second Lesson_- When children have experienced various materials, 
a few tools may be introduced, such as scissors, stapler and paste. 
Scissor sutting is a difficult skill, and many activities should be 
initiated that require the use of them. Both fingers and creases 
can be useful guides, but successful straight line cutting will only 
come after considerable practice in holding scissors so that they point 
away from the body, learning how to grind the blades together, and how 
to open the blades and push them forward for each new cut. Cutting is 
a frustrating task for blind children, and one that should become a 
habitual practive from the early pre-school years. Fairly soon in 
the primary years medium weight pointed scissors are preferable to 
small blunt-nosed ones for successful work. The stapler is fairly 
easy for children to learn to use, and is infinitely less frustrating 
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to use than is paste for paJl)er work. 
Third Lesson.":"_ Lesson Two should be a more disciplined and tea.~hAl" 
directed step than the primarily exploratory nature. of' Lesson One. 
Now the child may again experiment independently, finding different 
ways to combine c•.'~he materials he has used, but without other aids 
such as tools or adhesives~ He may find that a strip of material can 
be woven through holes punched in a piece of' paper, that wire, cord. 
and string can twist, know, braid or bind other substances together 
interestingly and so forth. Before each material was examined unto 
itself; now there is a greater possibility for contrast and comparison. 
Fourth Lesson_-Now the child is ready to combine parts of the 
same material together with the aid of' tools. He will le~ what toolf 
and adhesives are most effective tor each material. In the upper ele-
mentary grades, activities will require the use of most of the wood 
and metal working hand tools. The primary years should show a grea-tem:o 
emphasis on the materials themselves and their manipulation, esper!"il'l1l: 
with respect to the modeling media. In the fourth, fifth and sixth 
grades, providing that a good fundamental knowledge of materials bas 
been acquired , a more sophisticated approach to instruction and the 
varied effects and use of tools can be fullY explored. 
Chapter Three described the subject of' "crafts" and 11 craft skills~ 
in the education of the blinS·· Its purpose was to suggest that the 
subject of crafts may be approached from two points of view, eduaa-
tionally. On the one hand, we may institute craft classes in order to 
teach various skills for the purpose of copying an object that has ~ 
traditional or set pattern and ~tructure, such as: jers~ loop pot 
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holdii'Jrs, "Lb'ead tiles, bill folds and craft assembly kits. On the 
other hand we may think in terms of the creative craft class geared 
to the needs of the upper elementary age child, wherein he may make 
a personal and unique design for a utilitarian object by means of 
resourceful thinking and ~propriate skills. The latter situation 
heeds and respects an individual's potential more than the for.mer. 
In the upper elementa~ grades the craft and interest in end products 
becomes very important as the child begins to grow increasingly aware 
and critical of his environment. It is at this point that the ability 
.to judge and appraise material goods and products, to discriminate 
between good and bad, may be nourished and influenced. Considerable 
emphasis should begin to be put upon having children experience the 
meanings of design, balance, hannony, quality and structure in craft 
construction. 
. 
Often, complicated craft projects have been suggested to blind 
children who willingly accept the task involved, but have considerabla 
difficulty understanding how to relate parts to achieve a final pro-
duct, (which may be hazily- or not at all - imagined). Under these 
circumstances the teacher must keep telling the child what to do, step 
by step, and must continually explain how the finished object should 
look. If the child has a good working knowledge of tools and material: 
and enjoys freedom for experimentation he may begin to originate his 
own design ideas, realizing by trial and error, the ingredients of 
success. 
In the construction of an article, the blind child has far fewer 
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examples of a particular object or idea to draw upon than does a 
sighted child. Therefore there may be an opportunity for greater ori-
ginality of design on the part of the blind child • if he has a well 
conceived purpose of plan in mind. Then he will need to experiment 
with various materials, choosing those most adequate to his purpose. 
When he bas achieved his goal he might further benefit from comparing 
his work with comparable work of classmates and with commercial exam~ 
ples. 
If blind children have bad too little experience in design 
creation,- a good deal of initial guidance will be necessary. The 
making of objects having few parts - instead of complicated or ex-
cessively detailed articles - should be stressed and practi~ed in 
the elementary years. For example, book ends may be a good project 
for a group to experiment with in that their purpose is easily ex~ 
plained and comprehended and design and construction can be extreme-
ly s~ple ~ or quite complex. 
It is often difficult for a blind child to understand how to put 
together the eight sides of a wooden box. If the two sides are placed 
in position and then turned so that one may be nailed to the other, 
the relationship of the two sides may be lost by the change of posi-
tion. A worthwhile exercise might be to have children make paper and 
wooden boxes for individUally determined purposes, so that the oppor-
tunity to work with and understand the puzzle of a box may be afforded 
The type of association and concept that is experienced in box making 
is essential to almost all construction. especially in respect to 
• 
wood work, so should be given many occasions for practice. 
Fifth Lesson.~ Finally, the combination of different materials 
by means of tools and various adhesives can became the most advanced 
step for the creative processes. 
Sixth Lesson ~ An interesting and thought provoking exercise 
be to have a class think in tenns of all those things that make other 
things stick or bind together: glue, cork, hinges, or whatever origi-
nal means the children may suggest found through their own experimen-
ta-t ion. 
4. Materials and Tools Suitable for Each Step in the Preceding Outline 
First Lesson 
Materials 
Paper: construction, newspaper. cardboard, tissue 
Wood: small pieces, various shapes and weights 
Metal: thin sheet copper and aluminum, tinfoil 
Fabrics: cotton, wool, corduroy, carpet and upholstery 
samples. rayon, velvet, satin, cheesecloth 
Clay 
Cord: yarn~ string, thread, rope 
Wire: different weights 
From nature: shells, twigs, weeds, feathers, rocks, sana. 
pods, cones, reed, drift wood 
Second Lesson 
Tools 
Learn the use of scissors, stapler, paper paste and use 
with as many of the materials in Lesson One as possible • 
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Third Lesson 
Further experimentation with the materials of Lesson One. 
Fourth Lesson 
Hammers 
Files 
Saws 
Metal clippers 
Drills 
Plane 
Square 
Flyers 
Nails 
Screws 
Tools 
M&l:l;erial s 
Plaster of paris 
Faint, wood finishes 
Spools, buttons, beads 
5. Olay 
Wooden mallets 
Sand paper 
Screw drivers 
Awl 
Vise 
Ruler 
Glue 
Tacks 
Hinges:; 
"Wheat paste 
Pipe cleaners. 
Sc~ material 
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In Chapter Four, the creative processes of blind children were 
discussed. Examples of creative work were clay modelings predomi-
nantly, as clay allows more spontaneous, yet durable, expression than 
any other medium. For this reason clay wodk should be the basic 
subject of an art program for blind children of any age. 01~ mru'IA1;., 
must replace picture making of seeing children as an acceptable ex ... 
pressive outlet - as a medium ~~rsoa®mgn4natipn• as~~pplamen~o 
language,. 
... 
Very summarily, one theory about the picture making of children 
is that a child externalized his personal experience by putting sub-
ject matter into a scene or environment creating a twoMdDnensional 
design or picture. Eis pietures help hnn understand his own relation-
ship to an environment and to others because he is drawing relation~ 
ships. This activity will develop into the ability to think analyti~ 
cally, to objectify a situation so that all of its facets andEsues; 
may be better comprehended. If the child creates personalities perw 
forming some activity he begins to identify and empathize with his 
people 9 subsequently, real people with greater insight. 
There are same ways in which clay modeling can begin to compare 
to what happens through picture making. even though the two aetivi-
tie~ have little in common in character and purpose. To begin with. 
~t ~s important that an entire class, or at least a small group. 
work with clay at a time. This situation inspires give and take of 
comments and ideas, mutual inspiration and social atmosphere. Frep 
quently modeling work of a group will revolve around the same subject 
matter, according to conversational trends motivated by the teacher or 
students. Subject matter may be inspired by an experience the whole 
class has partaken of, or by a story told at the beginning of class. 
The latter suggestion may be especially useful to primary age ehildren. 
When any child is first introduced to clay he should be encou-
raged to manipulate it, but left largely to his own devices in his 
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initial exploration. Later, if he shows limited expressive activity 
or hesitation in handling clay, the teacher might help him by taking 
his hands and going through a few motions with h:im, such as pounding, 
kneading and breaking the clay and showing him how to roll smakes allld 
balls. In the beginning the child should be encouraged to respond 
energetically to clay. resulting' in large and strong muscular activi-
ty and a more vital identification withh~he clay. Soon, the lively 
powerful handling of clay may be trans~erred to the techniques of 
clay preparation, learning to wedge clay and so forth. 
After the child is thoroughly familiar with the workings, consis-
tency and feel of clay t he is ready to think about clay as a medium i'o: 
representation. A child, especially if blind, is more familiar (~ctiv 1-
ly or passively) with himself as an entity than with anything else. 
Therefore, he should begin representation with the human form as 
subject matter for his modeling. The picture making activity of 
seeing children demonstrates that the self-:image is the first distin-
guishable form drawn. (The meaning and importance of a good body 
image is discussed in the following section). 
The child cannot make a person in clay unless he is consciously 
aware of how all of a person's parts relate. He must le~ propor-
tional relationships, a general order or structure, and most basice 
all of the parts of a person. The child may become conscious of 
same of the facts about himself through discussions, physical activit~ 
and through observing a classmate in various postures. In the be-
ginning of representational work, emphasis should be put on a small 
- - g 3'-
complex of facts about the physical structure of a: person so that 
a strong feeling attachment to these faetsmay be evoked, and expressac 
in clay. As active knowledge about the physical makeup of the hu-
man for.m develops. greater detail within parts or features and more 
varies postures may be attempted. 
ADtual physical motion and activity provide the most vital con-
ditions for initiating self-awaremess. Physical activities in the 
~t class may begin simply • such as having children stand up, feel 
the floor under two feet_ feel the body extending upward long and 
tall with head tallest of all, and the fingers making long ar.ms which 
end somewhere below the hips, and so on. Such an experience ought 
to be make lively and game~like for the very young so that a sponta~ 
neous feeling-response and awareness is thought about, and knowledge 
of how body parts "feel" and fit together is instilled. When the 
child has consciously focused attention on same of his own dynamics, 
he is less likely to produce an image which appears little more than 
an inert lUmp of clay. If a child wants to model a sitting figure he 
must first go through the process of_ st~ding and sitting, and think 
about the contrast of postures produced. Likewise, if he wants to 
make somebody throwing a ball, h~ will understand more of how to 
transmit a sense of action, if first he himself experiences throwing 
a ball, then feels a classmate going through the motions. 
- . 
If a child is_made active he will activate his clay. In the be-
ginning stages of his clay work his modeling may not look like any~ 
thing because the child is either too busy expressing a succession 
ng d 
of ideas, or he simply is not skillful enough as yet to make some-
thing approximate that about which he is thinking. Frequent contact 
and practice with clay will enable the child to grow creatively in 
direct proportion to his general growth of perceptual and conceptual 
knowledge. 
These are a few standard techniques tba t should be taught in 
clay modeling. Clay sculpture is another matter involving highly 
specialized practices and techniques. The student as sculptor will 
be critically aware of the formal criteria necessary to the creation 
of an art for.m. The fundamental qualities of for.m in art will be in-
herent in the creative expression of the very young child. These 
qualities may be seen as the tendency to balance and organize, evi-
denced in picture makin~ and block construction. The tendency is 
unconsciously motivated in the young child. Clay modeling, compared 
to clay sculpture, reveals a more subjective identification, greater 
spontaneity and less intensified work concerning one specific object. 
Classes in clay modeling should deal primarily with helping the 
~hild to develop a progressively more conplex body-image with general 
intellectual growth. Concepts of objects or animals in mind have been 
in the hands and conversation of the child or children before they 
attempt to model them. No reality about objects or animals can hope 
to be instilled in the child from a hazy idea for.med for the most part 
of works instead of feelings. 
Clay work requires considerable attention on the part of the 
teacher. He must be well informed and aware of each child's person-
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ality. schooling history, particular learning rate and patterns. If 
yhe child's development~ characteristics are.carefully noted, the 
good and improving aspects of his work may be pointed out to h~ and 
praised. Secondly •. weaknesses may be corrected. It may be useful to 
have primary children work in pairs occasionally in order that they 
may more closely share each other's experience in clay work. All 
children should be encouraged to talk about their work.. A. skillful 
teacher can help upper elementary children begin to make their own 
evaluations about their efforts. They can learn to campare their 
wo~k to the processes and products of othes, and their own pre-
vious activity, !hus they may acquire tha ability to distinguish 
between a unique and well~constructed product, and work that is 
immaturely or poorly conceived. 
To understand best the function, importance, meaning, signiti-
canoe and techniques of clay modeling in relation to the creative de-
velopment of a particular child, the teacher will need to understand 
many things. He will need to have a working knowledge of creative, 
mental and emotional growth and development of children, realizing 
the important and definitive aspects of each stage of growth. ~ 
must develop a capacity for regarding the work of blind children 
with respect to integrity, conceived tromnon ... visual perceptions 
and knowledge, .. tqbe evaluated accordingly. He must continually 
seek to enlarge his comprehension of blindmess and those factors 
which replace such an important sensory deficieney. A good art 
teacher will be well-skilled and versed in techni~es of clay work. 
-9/ ~ 
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He will then inspire the most artful expression possible from his 
students. 
In the first introductions to clay, children should be instructed 
how to prepare clay, wedge and store it, be taught what it is, where 
it comes from, a brief history of cer~ics, firing and glazing pro. 
cedures and so on. Primary children, being more concerned with work-
/ 
ing processes than the end products need not be introduced to firing 
and glazing techniques. OlEI.er children should be allowed to handle 
as much of the complete process of the art of ceramics as possibleo 
Some literature on classroom art activities describes how a class can 
const#uat and fire their own kiln. 
6. The Development of a Body~Coneept 
In Chapter Four it was mentioned that blind children often exhi-
bit distorted or incomplete body-concepts in their modeling. The 
phenomenon is due primarily to insufficient activ.~ knowledge of the 
body, the proportion and proper relationship of its parts. Exaggera-
tion of particular parts and feature distortions within parts (such 
as hands in comparison with arms) were explained 1n Chapter Four as 
manifestations of a subjective relationship to these parts, rather 
than as indic~tions of a poor bodywconeept. As all communication 
and contact with an environment comes from the self, it is important 
to stimulate the child to become actively aware of his entire being. 
The process is begun through experiencing individually all possibiliti is 
of muscular~otor action and sensory perception. Sensitivity toward 
selfness develops through experiences which center attention in turn 
... 
on various aspects of the self. This sensitivity, if encouraged 
early, should help the child became gradually more responsive and 
empathetic toward others, and assist in the development of a keener 
relationship of his total capacities to his environment. 
The foregoing refers to any child. Understand~bly, the blind 
child will for.m a body-image more slowly than will the seeing child* 
and more haphazardly. Blindness prevents the assembling of a person 1 s 
parts in their proper order as easily or quickly as a visual image 
orders and objectifies the structure. Therefore, it seems important 
that various situations be provided to help the blind child develop 
a good body-image.. Physical ~ctivities-sports, v~estling, sw~ing, 
modern dance, gymnastics- \vill help achieve an active feeling know-
ledge of the physical self •· 
In art classes, modeling human figures in clay (preceded by ex-
periencing the function of various bGdy parts) helps to establish 
concrete kno\"Tledge, a stronger body-image, grmvipg toward a better 
concept. Clay gives the child a very responsive means with which he 
can begin to objectify and organize the human form.. When he shows 
signs of knowing how body parts relate through clay, the body-concept 
should be transferred to other materials. 
The making of puppets, simple to complex, paper mache figures, 
paper bag masks, wire people and so on, will provide opportunities 
for experimenting with the human form, producing a stronger or~ 
concept~ If puppets are made, then dramatized with, formally or 
informally, a group may learn to interact in a very effective, vital 
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w~. As there are ~ew situations in which blind children can work 
interdependently and creatively, puppet work may prove to be an 
especially interesting. healthy and valuable medium for group ex-
pression. 
7. Clay, Finger Paint and Easel Paint in the 
Scribbling Stag~ of Self-Expression 
Clay is the most successful and beneficial medium of expression 
in the scribbling stage (outlined in the preceding chapter) for the 
blind child. Finger painting and easel painting are other activities 
found in kindergartens for the blihd to satisfy same of the needs of 
the scribbler. Clay may be pounded, pushed, pulled, broken and rolled 
it may be energetically acted upon. For the blind child the use of 
clay compares to both the use of clay and crayon by the seeing child 
as a medium for concrete representation. During the scribbling stage 
finger paint, especially if it is thic~ and pasty, may be used to 
bridge the gap, somewhat, between clay and crayon scribbling. Finger 
painting compares to crayon scribbling in that the same type of 
muscular activity may be enjoyed. HOwever, the taetual-kineEthetic 
experience found in finger painting approximates feeling created 
through working clay. Finger painting is most useful to the blind c;. 
child in the beginning stages of scribbling as he can have no way of 
perceiving the results of his activity. The seeing child enjoys the 
muscular activity a moving crayon produces. He also sees what is 
happening on his scribbling surface. Because he sees his scribbles 
he comes in tilile to varying or systematizing their character and 
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eventually will begin to represent ideas and images ·from his fund of 
experience. The_d.evelopment :from scribbling to representation in cl~ 
is not as systematic for the blind. child as is described. above for the 
seeing child.. Clay work produces more subjective responses and a less 
objective approach than is generally true in picture~aking. 
Easel painting is another activity geared to the needs of the 
scribbler. presumably, as it is a popular kinder~arten activity :for 
blind. children. Easel painting is :far less satisfactory to the blind 
than clay work or :finger pa'lintd:ilg;:, and should be considered a slightl~ 
different kind of learning-expressive experience. Easel painting 
may serve as one introduction to the world of visual experience for 
the blind child. He will never understand what a picture really is; 
but he can become familiar with the nature of some of those things he 
will often hear about, such as p~int, b~sh and colors. A blind child 
may enjoy the painting process, a novel way of making a paper all wet. 
Because paint dries quickly, the child can only have a mement~ iden-
tification with his work. A.IIlinimum o:f time should be spent easel 
painting as there are too few benefits to be -reaped compared to other 
expressive and learning aetivitie$1 more adequate to the needs of a 
blind child. Easel painting should not be carried beyond pre-school 
or the kindergarten, except perhaps to satisfy the curiosity of an 
older child who has never t±red it, and wishes to understand some 
thing about the concept of "pictures". 
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8. Visual Concepts 
Throughout life the blind person will encounter many situations 
in which vision is the only medium for direct perception ana under-
standing. This is true primarily in the appreciation of two dimen-
sional design, scenery ana colors. As the totally blind child de-
velops intellectual awareness and analytical objectivity, he will 
grow to understand what the function of vision is. He will enjoy 
having his picture taken and may have certain color preferences, 
though he has no valid concept of what a visual impression is. It 
will be necessary to explain as meaningfully as possible what pic• 
tures, colors, scenes are to the blind child. Pleasing color rela» 
tionships must be taught to children rather than appreci~ted direct-
ly by them - that they may learn how to dress tastefully. Little 
emphasis should be put on color finishes to children's art work. In• 
steaa. other aspects of a "finished" product should be stressed, such 
as good workmanship and completed idea. Wood finished-paints, lac-
quers, stains and varnishes should be explained as to function and 
effect, but again, usgin and choosing color, as such, ought to be 
minimized. 
9. Physical Activity and Creative Processes 
Art education, as in all education, strives to help its student$ 
discover knowledge by finding as many sides to an issue, contrasts 
and comparisons in situations, as possible. The principle of eon-
trast seems basic to any real learning. Contrast is first realized 
by the senses, then amotmmns~, and finally the intellect. We learn 
11 war.m" is war.m because we have experienced cool. Likewise, a blind 
child may not realize how inhibited he is in his physioalli activity 
when he sits at a table weaving baskets until he gets down on the 
floor and makes a large construction. Art activities which inspire 
various kinds of physical activity, gross and fine muscular coordiw 
nation,deveiop several aspects of the individual. Stre~th, stamina, 
agility, dexterity, coordination are same of the physical attributes 
benefited. Again, a more definite body-image, feeling awareness of 
the self and its physical possibilities is achiev§d. 
lo. Group Projects 
In a well-conceived art program activities will be geared to 
meet many needs common to any group of children. Group projects 
ought to counter balance individual activity in order th~t both an 
effective, healthy social situation be inspired, and that individual 
personality strpot~re be revealed and utilized as broadly as feasible. 
It is far less of a problem to create situations for individual work 
for the blind child than situations of group interaction through pro~ 
ject creation. Finding activities that blind children can carry out 
as a group ~ite independently of the tea~her's help, is difficult. 
but not impossible. Perhaps the necessity of such activities is even 
more imperative for the- blind than for sighted children, though both 
may profit frammany aspects of group projects. 
Puppet work has been mentioned as one excellent opportunity for 
formal or informal group activity. Costuming and stage settings are 
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other :projects that may relate directly to regular classroom work. 
k simple paper folding exercise produces a house out of a single :piece 
of paper. With a: quick paper house or building as a basis. a communi~ 
planning project may result, providing a good opportunity for mutual 
appreciation and learning. Also in such a :project. a blind individual 
may begin to develop a better idea and conception of what a neighborw 
hood does, in fact, look like, He may experiment with spatial arr<"...ng"" 
ments of houses on plots, streets, sidewalks and so on; creating a 
far more vital and realistic learning situation than would be ~e in 
merely observing m finished model tactually. 
Mural making is the favorite :project of literature concerning 
art activities for the fostering of interdependent social developm~nt. 
Perhaps there is some way blind children can make s~nething comparable 
tg ~mural, something for the appreciation of many in its decorative 
and/or instructive function. One approach might be to compromise on 
the definition of mural so that instead of being a two-dimensional 
story or statement, it may became an arrangement of three-dimensional 
objects against a flat background. Possible ~bject matter might con-
sist of arrangements of textures. arrangements of materials used in 
art classes, a demonstration of the various steps in ~ particular pro-
cess. or a simple arrangement of figures such as wire or wood scrap 
:people. The more opportunities blind children have to create inter-
dependently, the more successfully will they come to understand re-
lativity in general and how the self, other and things co-exist most 
effectively and happily. 
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11~ Soeaal Growth 
To inspire mutual respect. appreciation and setter group dynamias 
between children when they are working more or less independently of 
one another, it will be important to motivate children to seek out 
each other between working processes. The following suggestions may 
help children to learn to objectifY their own work somewhat so that 
they begin to assemble self~ev~uative resources and achieve respect 
of othe:t7s' individualized work.. A good display area for finished 
work ~light be provided. (This and following oonnnentu will apply to the 
upper elementary grades> primarily). The classroom should have open 
storage shelves, for work in process, accessible to all children. Sig-
nifica~t work should be displayed for the benefit of ~· For exam-
ple, one piece from each grade per week or so might be chosen as cam-
mendable for various re~ons and then discussed inter and intra clas~ 
as to why it is significant. The piece may display good workmanship, 
&unique approach. significant growth of a particular individual. 
Group projects and individual consideration of the work of others; 
should help solve the problem of fostering ~mutual respect between 
blind and partially sighted children who share the same class situatiot 
Here is a most difficult situation to direct. as typically there is so 
much responsibility forced upon those with useful vision to help those 
without. Very soon, under these circumstances, a dependent subordinmte 
relationship is established. Any time the expression of a totally 
blind child can be honestly connnended as superior (judged by standards 
not on visual evaluation) to that of a seeiQg child, it should b~ 
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carefully brought to the attention of all and have its merits listed, 
(but preferably not compared to the work of another). A healthy 
balance of personality and ability must be sought and worked for 
without arousing excessive competitive instincts on the parts of 
either the teacher or children. 
12. The Use of Models and Model Making 
Visual stimutation is the most W.~dely traveled avenue of learning 
and a quiCk means for making associations and creating relationships. 
Tactual observation narrows the scope of immediate exploration for & 
Blind person. Teachers have turned to the use of scaled models in 
trying to bring more of the world's large and small possessions into 
the knowledge of the blind person. Through the observation of models 
it is hoped that the blind person will be able to perceive the general 
natures of real objects, animamor situations. The greatest fallacy 
in learning through models lies in the :f'act that the person is learnin€ 
more about the model than what it represents. Ideally~ considerable 
effort should be directed toward putting as many of the world's 
actualities as possible into the hands of the blind. A model may be· 
useful if the real object becomes comprehensive through other means -
also - through observing the real object if feasible, reading and 
talking about it. 
Model making is perhaps the best way to use models. EDwever. 
only the general idea or basic nature of an object shpuld be repro-
duced~ as small deDadl will be difficult and frustrating to handle. 
If objects in mind have been thoroughly discussed and actually hAnnlAn 
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a good learning experience results from having children realize in 
material for.m as much about that object as they can without undue 
effort. Greatly detailed work should be left to older students. 
Too often, in model projects. objects made are too small and fussy 
and final detail and finish is added by the teacher to~hieve the 
"correct" ~ook. There is no real creative possibility in such an 
approach. 
13. Summ.ary 
The foregoing topics were not intended to be treated campre-
hensively. Bather, suggestions were made in hopes that a teacher 
might became motivated to look beneath the surface of every aspect 
presented. Then he must assemble his own teaching directives from 
his own creative capacity, and from technical resources. References: 
are given with respect to the latter at the end of the thesis. The 
reference list, found af~e~ the Bibliography. contains resource 
material on all of the activities, material and tool implementation 
suggested above as well as information pertaining to art education 
philosophy theory and practice in general, and useful references 
on blindness. 
,_JCJ}-
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CHAPTER Vlt 
ART .AND THE BLIND:: 
A. SUMMARY OF EISTORY AND OPINION 
11The sculptor's art seems to depend so much upon the sense 
of touch, that it in a matter of surprise that its practice by the 
blind is not of more common occurence,. 11 ' JJ This was written by at 
blind man, and, conceivably, is one of the earliest recorded comments 
made which is ~pathetic toward the be~ief that the blind might 
produce great art.. He went boldly on to say that, WEVery facility 
should be put in the way of the blind to enable them to deveiop 
any natent talent they may possess for the cultivation of the 
various branches of sculpture ••• "' gl 
There have been a few prominent blind sculptors, though none 
coming into the ranks of the great in art history.. Some have heen 
praised for their fine skill in reproducing likenesses, especially 
in portrait work. Lou~s Vidal, ~acob Schmitt,, ~acob Kleinhans and 
Ernesto MasuellJl. have been praised for their technica.as.. and "'artistic" 
skills. lf G. Revesz discusses the sculpture of the blind, the only 
one to ever do so, systematically .. }J} He feels that the majority 
of information about the better known b~ind artists is based on un-
reliable reports and illfounded criticism.. All but one of the sculp~ 
tors that Revesz considers noteworthy, were blinded well after child-
' : ~ . ~ . 
JJ w .. Hanks Levy, Blindness and the .Blind, Chapman and Hall, 1~, p .. 
Translator, Longmans, Green and Co,., New Yottit •. 1950, pp 216-315 .. 
jJ. Ibid. 
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hood. Some had had training in sculpture before being blinded. 
He found that Schmitt's and Vidal's art deteriorated with the fading 
away of their visual memories.. 11'The original creative power 
becomes replaced by technical skill and routine,, (all that remained 
were) the stereotyped forms deprived of :ildeai content." 1/ 
Revesz rejects the possibility that the famous TYrolean 
sculptor known as Kleinhans, (blinded when he w~s five years old) 
if totally blind could have created the later works, (primarily) 
ascribed to him. He was a wood carver and extremely fine detail 
and accurate representation distinguished him as a carver of cru-
cifixes. However, Revesz believes that visably realistic detail is 
impossible to achieve by the blind or "haptic" person. (Revesz defines 
haptic experience as the total unity of tactual experience. Y n:opti .... 
ficated haptic" refers to the haptic experience of the sighted while 
"pure autonomous haptic" refers to the haptic experience of the blind ' 
In respect to one partifularly notable crucifi~, Reveszzsays that,, 
"The work is characterized not by sharp contours or by 
symmetrical alignment or balance of the individual parts, 
but by subtle transitions ••• In particular, the expression 
of the Savior tormented to death is an essen.tially visual 
one.. An artist who has never observed a suffering face,, 
who has never seen despair and grief reflected in the eyes, 
cannot create such a wor~ whatever his knowledge, skill, 
and intuition .. " 3./1 · 
As a last assumption, Revesx states that if Kleinhans retained traces 
of vision throughout his creative career, the sculpures might feasibly 
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be ascribed to him.. The following comments are more of Revesz 1 opini ~~. 
1/ OP., cit., p. 317. 
gj' Ibid .. , p. 118'~" 
3.1 Jill. J pp 267-268 .. 
" ••• in the absense of the sense of vision, even a ST~onnr•n 
artistic talent will rarely (and even then to a very limited 
extent) endow creative work with artistic character and life • 
••• blind sc~ptors are guided by the formal principles of 
classic art whenever they want to endow their creations with 
an artistic value beyond mere self-expression. g/ 
~he approach to artistic production is, however, by no means 
identical with the attainment of full artistic achievement. 
It is not so much the lack of ability to represent artisti-
cally but the impossibility of the highest development, that 
distinguishes the blind from the seeing sculptor .... seeing,. 
artistic seeing, _:is indespensable; for only vision is 
of raising the sensory impression into the sphere of aes 
contemplation.-".1/ · 
Finally, Revesz believes that training, "hard learning under-
taken by the intellect, imagination and the power of self-criticism"' 
is imperative to the creative activity of the blind. (Revesz might 
have enlarged this thought to include the creative activity of 
nor.mal, or handicapped~) •rGreat mental energy is indeed required 
to make up to some extent for the limited scope of the sensory 
impressions. 111 }jj 
It appears that artistic value ana classic art princ~~~es are 
somewhat synonomous for Revesz. Furthermore, truly artistic work 
seems to be primarily inspired by visual means from the wealth of 
associations available :i1n the visible world ... -inaccessible to the 
blind artist. In short 6 as the sighted person has more resources 
from which to draw, he "knows" more thus can create the greater 
plastic art., 
1/ Op. , cit. , · p. 329. · 
gj' ~., p. 329. 
3./ Ibid., p. 328. 
Ibid., p .. 
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Eowenfel~ disputes the criteria anqbpinions of what great 
art is as set forthc by Revesz:.. The Review of the Li teratlilre 
refers mo the study of plastic work of blind peop~e that Lowenfeld 
~ and Ludwig Munz made during aJ;perd!.cb:d of ten years.. From his obser-
vations Lowenfeld concluded that there are two distincti~e creati~e 
types, apparent in the personalities of both seeing and blind sub-
jects.. He establishes these types as the Haptic and Visual !YPes 
or personalities. He parallels Haptic and Visual expression with 
the dichotomy he finds in all art history, the con~rasts between 
experiencing and representing the world of appearance and the world 
of expression. His basis for the fact of the dichotomy lies partially 
in his research into similar views founded by others. 11 The 
folblowing quotations describe Lowenfeld 1 s use of the term •rHaptic" 
and its counterpart, "Visual" 'personality type". 
"The main intermediary for the haptic ~pe of individual 
is the body--self. -muscular sensations, ltinesthetic s 
touch impressions, and all experiences which place the self 
in value relationship to the outside world. gj 
Haptically minded persons do not transform kinesthetic and 
tactile experiences into ~isual ones, but are completely 
content with the tactile or kinesthetic modality itself, as 
experiments ha~e shown. '1./ 
Since tactile impressions are mostly partial, only (this is 
true for all impressions of objects that cannot be embraced 
with the hands, where the hands have to move) the haptic in~ 
di~idual will arrive at a synthesis of these partial impres-
sions, only when he becomes emotionally interested in the 
object itself. M/ 
11 Viktor Lo-vrenfeld, "Psycho-Aesthetic Inxplicarliions of the Art of the 
Blind", The Journal of ..&ethetics and Art Oriticism,(September 1951) 
Vol. X No. 1 p. 3· (Reprint available from Blindiana Library, 
Perkins School for the Blind, Watertown, Massachusetts.) 
• 
• iJt 
3.1 Ibid .. , p. 266 .. 
hi Ibid., P• 266 -los-
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On the other hand,, 11 we find that the visual type starts from his 
environment that he feels as spectator, and that his inter.mediaries 
for experience are mainly the eyes." 'JJ 
From an investigation Lowenfeld was able to generalize that 
"one among four individuals depends more on his subjective reactions 
such as touch and kinesthesis than upon vision. u ?J. 
11 '1'he Haptic Type of creator "is mainly concerned 
with the interpretation and socpression of his subjective, 
mainly autoplastic sensations as muscular feelings, kines-
thetic and taatile experience. He is neither interested 
in appearance nor in the representation of the three-dimen-
sional quality of space.. In perspective space distant 
objects are pepresented by a diminution of size. In his 
art perspective:· $Pace becomes a space of value. The space 
of value evaluates experiences in terms of significance 
and organizes then in value relationship to each other. 
Haptic space~ therefore, is quite in contrast to visual 
space representation. Contemporary and expressive art of 
different periods and cultures has taught us that this 
type of art expression is not peculiar to the blind but 
quite universal •. 113/' 
'· 
11The Visual Type n starts with the total impression and 
arrives at details by analysis in the same way a$visual 
observation takes place. The blind individurul belonging 
to this creative type differs from the nor.mal sighted only 
as he relies on hi~ sense perception mainly on touch and 
not on vision. The results of his work, however, are 
similar. He also arrives at a final product' in which the 
world of appearances predominates. 11 hJ 
Haptic perception and expression then is subjective--intensly 
p 
personal; visual perceptio*2 and expression is objective. Thus it 
sould begin to be obvious that we can parallel Lowenfeld's two per-
sonality types with the more familiar ter.minology of art,, "expressi 
!J Op. cit., p. 262. 
,Y.Ibid •• p. 263. 
'jj' Lowenfeld, "Psycho-Aesthetic Implications of the Art of the Bind," p.4. 
Jl:J/ Ibid., p •. 5. 
ana 11 impressionmsm 11 • Lowenfeld divides all art into these two 
categories, and he concludes his book, 
by stating that by the use of an extreme case, n ••• an analysis of 
the phenomena of shape and for.m at the physiological frontiers of 
blindness, demonstrated that is the psychological attitude which 
determines to what creative type an artist belongs." J}/ 
Lowenfeld says that the congenitally, totally blind person 
may be either ~isual or Haptic in personality. g( Would purely 
subjective self-expression be the only medium of 'thought' for the 
Haptic TY:Pe1 If this is true would not it follow that children•s 
mot work, originating 11 haptically~ in the sighted as vrell as the 
blind person, be comparable to the haptic expression of the adult? 
Or can we conclude that creative work by'the adult blind,(or seeing 
person) will differ from that of the child by the amount of general 
intelligence, awareness and knowledge, of conscious intent, and of 
technique evolved for expressive purposes--represented? How can 
~ know the measure and significance of the above factors inherent 
in a work, that we ma~ determine its artistic merit? 
What is the relationship of object and space perception, 
(especially in respect to blind people) to do with the for.mation of 
the Haptic or Visual T.ype personality, to general intelligence, 
and to creative potential? 
What has the psychology of space to do with art? Plastic (and 
1/ Viktor Lowenfeld, The Nature of Creative Activity, p. 148. 
g( Lowenfeld, "Psycho-Aesthetic Implications of the Art of the Blind," 
p .. 4-
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g:baphic) art uses tt'space 11 in accordance with its particular philo .. 
sopby of expression. The ·11 closed11 versus the 11 openn composition 
(concisely and popularly) explains the two basic relations a form 
may have with space.. This phrasiDg and underlyiDg theory regardiDg 
form and space was created by the art historian Heinrich Wolfflin. lf 
To what extent does the congenitally, totally blind person think of 
space as a useable entity~ As one consideration would it be ligiti-
mate to criticize a blind person's art form in light of its "apparent" 
relation to space (as we do for anyone else's art form) and try to 
interpret wbp it is so~ Would it not be necessart to answer the 
former question before determining the latter? 
In seekiDg to understand .a. work of art we use many of the 
criteria implied in the foregoing. Further, we try and "see" the 
work of art from the point of view of the artist~ We .then finally 
11 understand11 it by the degree to which we can think, (or think we 
think) as the artist did during his creative process. In other 
words we understand through identification with the subject matter 
or design qualities imparted by the work of art. Gan we ever, pass 
understand the point of "view" of the blind person? Gan the sighted 
ligitimatel.)" evaluate the art of the blind? We accept the fact 
(respectfully or begrudgingly) that we can never comprehend the full 
implications of another individual's expression. However, we can 
regard a work as it is most explicit~y intended it to be regarded, 
1.} Heinrich Wolffiin, RI'inciples of Art History, M., D. Hottinger, 
Translator, Dover Publications,. Inc., United States, PP•· 124-154 • 
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thus achieving a basis for understanding. We respect the fact of 
this statement in the visual consideration of painting, which was 
created strictly for visual appreciation~ Sculpture, on the other 
hand, so concerned with tactile properties; texture, material, tac~ 
tually embraceable structure and mass 11 so seldoni is respected as 
such. The~efore we evaluate it completely by visually based standards 
In the last analysis~ seeing people out number blind people neces-
sitating the establishment of judgemental criteria by the seeing 
majority. 
The art historian and critie. Bernard Berenson uses 11 forrn" (as 
the manifestation of the 11 art•r inherent in a work of art) consistently 
to mean 11 taetile values" fint and foremast, and that these two 
.. 
denominations occur often as synonyms. 11 Tactile values are life-
enhancing and do not excite mere admiration, but give grati:fi~tion 
and joy. They therefore furnish a basis upon which, as critics, 
we may erect our standarts of judgements." 1/ Berenson however is 
speaking of Visually conceived tactile qualitieso It remains to 
another's worthy consideration to erea~~ a more exacting double 
standard for aesthetic experience in the plastic artso Herbert Read 
and others are now seeking to divorce the separate types of art :forms 
one from the other to better understand their uni~e and integral 
natures. Tb,eir work must 'be carefully considered in the inte:eests 
of plastic expression by blind person•. 
Ho~ is the whole subject of aesthetics to ba approached respecting 
1./ Bernard Berenson, Aesthetics and Ha,story, Doubleday and Col, 
New York, 1954, p. 72. 
1.09 
both the art of the blind person and his appreciation of .another•s~ 
plastic art? Lowenfeld gives heed to Revesz' idea, Ilia there no 
•autonomous aesthetics' for the 'autonomous Haptic' which develop 
its own laws independent of those of our aesthetic evaluations?"!/ 
Along the same line, can it be put forth that the more 11 haptic 11 a 
person is, the less able he is to appreciate another haptically 
conceived art objec$? The following quottltions explain Revesz 1 
views on the subject of aesthetics~ 
"If a blind person imagines himself to i!De in the grip 
of an aesthetic sensation when he touches plastic works, 
that is due to concomitant stimulation of tacyile and 
kinaesthetic sensations leading to the emergence of pleasur-
able emotions~ •• g; 
The blind remain in the psychological snnere, in the 
sphere of slightly differentiated sensations of pleasure 
and displeasure, and are unable to force their way into 
the realm of aesthetics•Jt 
All the prinniples of form creations all the criteria 
of aesthetic appreciation are based on visual perception.&/ 
The objection that sculptural works arouse instinctive 
tactile movements, that they stimulate the motor sphere, 
is not irreconcilable with our view ••• That works of art 
should be especially liable to arouse motor reactions is 
not known to me. "Ji 
1J Viktor Lowenfeld, "The E:s:perience of Haptic Space and Shape", 
Outlook for the Blind;. (October, 1939) vel. 33, no ... 4, p. 120',. 
y G. Revesz, Psychology and Art of the Blind. p. 205. 
3./ Ibid .. , p,. 205. 
l!f Ibid.,, p .. 205. 
5/ Ibid.,, p .. 206,. 
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Revesz concludes the whole matter by saying that haptic 
of an object concerns its analytical and constructive nature 
therefore the blind person cannot know real u:artistic values". 
Revesz does not believe that the haptic person can achieve 
of an object analytic~lly or syntheticallY!; and says that the ability 
by either means is imperative for artistic production. He says, 
that it is impossible to bUliild up in one r s mind a work of art by 
paDtial perception, that the haptic, dependin@ too much on the 
reality of tactual impressions cannot be artistically creative. 
Lowenfeld says that this may be true in the recognition of presented 
works, but not true in creative activity. 1} "'The difficulty of 
integrating visual impressions as compared to tactile is only a 
matter of degree." gj 
In order to arrive at any conclusions as to vThether or not a 
. blind person may be capable of producing "great" art, all of the 
above ~estions and problems will have to be resolved as well as 
many more directed toward what in fa~t are the criteria for great 
or Fine Art. Most important of all will be the necessity of giving 
the creative instinct within the blind individual the same oppor" 
tunities for self-expression and nourishment which are available 
to aoyone.., 
U Viktor Lowenfeld, 11 The Experience of Haptic. Space ·and Shape," p. 11 
~ Viktor Lowenfeld, "Psycho-Aesthetic Implications of the Art of tl:B 
Blind", p ... 3· 
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CHAPTER VIJt 
"Expression strikes below the barriers that 
separate human beings from one another. Since art is the 
most.universal for.m of language, since it is constituted~ 
·even apart from literature, by the common qualities of the 
public world, it is the most universal and freest foll!Jll 
of communication~ Every intense experience of friend~ 
ship and affection completes itself artistically ••• Art 
is the extension of the power of ri~es and ceremonies 
to unite men, through a shared celebration, to all inc~­
dents and scenes of life. This office is the reward and 
s~al of art.. That art weds man and nature is a familiar 
fact.. Art also reniers men aware of their union with 
one another in origin and destiny • 11' 
John Dewey 
,Art as E;xperience, 
The fundamental purp~se of this thesis was to create and des-
cribe the possibility of creative art experience for ¥QUDg blind 
children.. In order to have a practical and justifiable position 
from which the case for art activities in the education of 
blind children might be argued, it was necessary to discuss as 
many of the implications of the subject as feasible. 
The topics outlined in this thesis were;: the position of 11'art 1: 
educationm in the education of the nor.mal seeing child, the sig-
nificance and nature of traditional hand work activity of blind 
children in school, the creative growth of nor.mal seeing children, 
characteristics of blind chidren•s creative expression, some ele-
ments of the psychology of blind children, and the blind person 
-/1;2..-
as mature artist. Chapter ::v suggested approaches toward the 
instrumentation of various aspects of an art program--all necessary 
ingredients of an effective ana. successful situation. Final success 
is determined by the extent to which objectives ~atablishea. for 
the progr.ma are achieved.. The objectives must realistically ana. 
practically combine the theoretical fnameworks of both art exper-
ience for "typical" children. ana. the psychology or implications 
olff blindness. 
-]13-
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